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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. THE PROBLEM 
The central problem of this research is to test the 
effect of cooperation and competition (the independent 
variables) on cohesiveness, social influence, and commun-
ication (aspects of group behavior as a pattern of dependent 
variables) . Hypotheses will be drawn from ari integration 
of recent theoretical trea.tments of cooperation and com-
petition ( 9 ) and social communication ( 11, 13 ). 
II. GENERAL SETTING OF PROBLDA 
The problem of cooperation and competition in human 
relations has been of central concern to both social scien-
tists a.nd practitioners . May and Doob ( 32 ) have revie ed 
over two hundred studies completed before 1937 by psychologists, 
sociologists , and anthropologists . Since then, ho ever , 
psychological research in this area has been relatively scarce . 
Conforming with the orientation prevailing before 1937 
among American psychologists, early psychological studies 
of cooperation and competition centered on the problem solv-
ing performance of individuals 1n various experimentally 
created situations ( 34 ) . The general atmosphere of the 
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period may be epitomized with the t hen widely accepted state-
ment that 11 there is no psychology of groups ••• which is not 
es sentially and entirely a psychology of individuals." ( 1 ) 
Since 1937, one of the significant developments in 
social psychology. has been the scientific study of small 
groups as gr oups ( 23 , 35 ) . Today , psychologists study 
groups as well as individuals . New horizons for t heory and 
re search have been developed in an area once considered 
beyond the scope of psydnlogical science . However , only 
one experi ment has trea t ed in considerable detail the con-
sequences of cooperation and competi tion on social relation-
ships in smal l group settings ( 10 ) . 
Of the theoretical contributions to the study of small 
groups , few have been as productive of hypotheses as recent 
conceptualizations of cohesiveness and communication ( 11, 
13 ) . By integrating Deutsch ' s basic conceptualizations 
of cooperation and competition within the framework of 
Festinger 1 s approach t o informal social ·communication, a 
oontribution will be made t o some theoretical aspects of 
small group behavior on the one hand , and to coopera tion 
and competition as a descripti ve content area on the other . 
Recent studies in group settings have found it advan-
tageous to control experimentally the communications of 
individual group members ( 21, 3S ) . This methodological 
.innovation has been continued in the present research . 
An attempt will be made to develop specific hypotheses 
as a result of the integration of earlier conceptualizations . 
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These hypotheses predict the effect of cooperation and com-
petition on cohesiveness , social i nfl uence, and communication 
in small groups . Other secondary hypotheses also will be 
formula ted and experimentally tested. 
III . ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION 
This dissertation is divided into seven Chapters . 
In the first Chapter, the probl em selected for study is 
stated and its general setti ng indicated. 
A review of theoretical and empirical literature in 
social communication , cohesiveness, and cooperation and 
competition is presented in Chapter II . The relevance of 
this previous research to the problem of the effect of 
cooperation and competit i on on cohesiveness , influence and 
communi-cation also ie indicated there. 
In Chapter III , the concepts used and their empirical 
correlates are presented . Then, two major assumptions are 
stated: cooperation is a source of gr oup cohesiveness , and 
cooperation is a source of instrumental communications . 
Specific hypotheses are then formulat ed. 
The experimental procedure is summar ized in the next 
Chapter, which also includes discussions of the select ion 
of subjects , creation of the independent variable , the group 
task, a technique for controlling group process , and the 
measuring instruments employed . 
~ · t 
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Chapter V presents the experimental results. These 
include content analyses of individual communications, 
changes in response to a seven point opinion scale dealing 
with the group problem, and responses to a post-session 
quest ionnaire. These results are interpreted in terms of 
the two major assumptions of the study in Chapter VI. Also , 
an attempt is made there to formulate hew hypotheses to 
explain some unexpected findings. In Chapter VII, the 
dis sertation is summarized and some implications for further 
research discussed. The remainder of the dissertation 
consists of various ap endices, a bibliography, an abstract, 
and autobiographical statement. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL AND THEORETICAL ANTECEDENTS 
This chapter will describe relevant studies by psy-
chologists in the areas of cohesiveness, influence and 
communication, on the one hand, and cooperat ion and com-
pe tition on the other. This discussion will then be r e-
lated to the problem selected for study. The chapter is 
divided into the following sections: I Cohee! venes.s, 
Influence and Communication, II Cooperation and Compe-
tition, and III Rela tion of Problem to its Historical 
and Theoretical Antecedents. 
I. COHESIVENESS, INFLUENCE AND CO~~lliNICATION 
Fes tinger, Schachter and Back ( 13 ) have concisely 
described the psychological importance of group behavior 
as an area of scientific investigation. 
The formation of informal social groupings has 
much more importance for the life of a community 
t han the mere idea of social activities would 
imply. Wherever we seek to understand the behavior 
of individuals we must consider the group member-
ships ·of the people with whom we are concerned. 
The informal friendship groups and social groups 
to which the individual belongs are certa inly 
not the least important of these group member-
ships. Indeed, they may be among the most impor-
t ant . Certainly, it is through the small face-
to-face groups that many attitudes and ideologies 
which affect our behavior are transmitted. 
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Of the research in group psychology , few apuroaches 
have been as scient ifically valuable and socially useful 
as the Field-Theoretical conceptual izations of the l ate 
Kurt Lewin and his students . Theoretically, a system of 
concepts were developed suitable for exploring factors 
as diver se as group standards and their change, the effects 
of different social climates on group members , problems 
of minority- group membership , the process of group decision 
and social influence { 25, 26 , 27 ). This theoretical 
approach has proved useful in a multitude of practical 
social settings including problems of educational method 
{ 6 ) , the resolution of interpersonal , inter-group and 
industrial tensions { 7, 22, 26 , 31, 40 ), and the under-
standing of social relationships in housing projects { 23 ) . 
It i s within this conceptual f r amework that the present 
problem is develope d . 
In their study of intb rmal groups in a housing project , 
Festinger, Schachter and Back { 13 ) developed some theoreti-
ca l formulations useful for understanding certain aspects 
of social communica tion. Their concepts of cohesiveness, 
internal power of a group , and power field will be described 
here . 
The concept of cohesiveness was defined as "the total 
field of forces whi ch act on members to remain in the group. 11 
Two sources of cohesiveness were postulated : the attractive-
ness the group itself possesses for its members, and the ex-
tent to which the group controls the achievement of goals . 
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From this definition of cohesiveness, they derive the 
concept of 11 internal power" of a group , which is defined 
as the "ability to induce changes in the direction of the 
forces which act on members." Using these definitions, 
they hypothesize that: 
The magnitude of change the group can induce (ite 
internal power) will be equal to or less than the 
magnitude of the resultant force on the member to 
remain in the group (its cohesiveness) . 
Another importa nt concept used by these writers ia 
tha t of "powerfield", wh.ich is defined as 11 the realm of 
activities over which the group has power." 
Emp irically, they attempted to study how small groups 
influenced the lives of their members in a university housing 
project . Since a tenants ' organization developed during 
the course of t heir field study, it was nossible to determine 
which individuals tended to participate and./or have favorable 
attitudes towards it and ~hich did not. 
Within each court of two housing projects there was 
relative homogeneity of attitude . Hov;ever, there were 
differen ces in attitude towards and participat ion in the 
tenants ' organization from one court to the next . It Yas 
demonstrated that group standards operated in the more co-
hesive courts where fewer deviates were found . 
Cohesiveness was measured indirectly by a sociometric 
index of the attractiveness of own court members in relation 
'· 
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to the total number of choices made of those in the proj ect. 
Similarly, sociometric measures indicated that the more co-
hesive courts had greater attractiveness in t he eyes of 
other tenants . 
In studying deviates from the group standard of a 
particular court in the project, these investigators found 
resul ts indicating the relative isolation of such individu-
als in terms of sociometric preferences given and received 
a nd in terms of their contacts via communication with other 
tenants . Their results suggest a relationship between 
sociometric rejection and deviation from the group standard 
but do not indicate the causal nexus. 
The relevance of communication was found to be an 
important sources of the choice of recipients. "The infor-
mat i on is most likely to be communica ted to those ho a re 
thought to be most a ffected by it. 11 
From these conceptualizations and subsequent experi-
mentation, Festinger ( 11 ) developed a series of hypotheses 
cnncerning commu mea tion in group settings . He discuRse s 
three major eources of tendencies to communicate in a group. 
These are "pressures toward uniformity in a group," ''forces 
to change one's position in a group" and "emotional expres-
sion." The first two may be looked upon as "instrumenta l 
communications," while emotional expression can be considered 
a 11 consumatory. communication. 11 
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By an instrumental communication we mean one in 
which the reduction of the force to communicate 
depends upon the effect of the communication on 
the recipient ••• 
By a consumatory communication we mean one in 
which the reduction of the force to communicate 
occurs s.s a result of the expression and does 
not depend upon the effect it has on the recipient . 
He confines his development of hypotheses to effects 
of pressures toward uniformity, which are described ae 
follows : 
These are pressures which , for one reason or 
another , act toward making members of a group 
agree concerning some issue or conform with re-
spect to so~e behavior pattern. 
Pressures toward uniformity in a group are uresented 
as having two major sources: "social reality and group 
locomotion. 1 Pressures towards uniformity due to group 
locomo tion are relevant to cooperative situations as de-
fined in the present research. 
Pressures toward uniformity among members of a 
group may arise because such uniformity is de-
sirable or necessary in order for the group to 
move toward some goal which it has . Under such 
circumstances, there are a number of things one 
can say about the magnitude of these pressures 
toward uniformity . 
1. They will be greater to the extent that 
the members perceive that group movement would 
be facilitated by uniformity . 
2. The pressures towards uniformity will also 
be greater, the more dependent the various mem-
bers are on the group in order to reach their goals . 
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He then develops hypotheses concerning communications 
tha t result from pressures toward uniformity in the context 
of: (1) determinants of the occurrence of communication, 
' (2) selection of recipients, {3) reaction to the communica-
tion by its receiver, and {4) tendencies to change a group ' s 
composition. Only those hypotheses relevant to the present 
problem will be stated (the number of the hypothesis in 
Festinger ' s presentation will be parenthesized here). 
(lb) The pressure on a member to communicate to 
others in the group concerning 1 item x 1 in-
creases monotonically with increase in the 
degree of relevance ot 1 item x' to the 
fun~tioning of the g~oup . 
(lc) The pressure on members to communicate to 
others in the group concerning 1 item x 1 
increases monotonically with increase in 
the cohesiveness of the group . 
(3a) The amount of change in opinion resulting 
from receiving a communication will increase 
as the pressure. towards uniformity in the 
group increases. 
(3b) The amount of change in opinion resulting 
from receiving a communication will increase 
as the strength of the resulting force to 
remain in the group increases for the recioi-
ent . 
(4a) The tendency to change the composition of the 
psychological group (pushing members · out of 
the group) increases as the perceived discrep-
~ncy in opinion increases. 
This approach to communication and the treatment of 
cohesiveness described above meaningfully orders findings 
of several studies ( 14 ). Conceptualizations in a few of 
these are theoretically relevant to the present research . 
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Exactly when is a communicat ion relevant or irrelevant 
for a social group ? Schachter ( 37 ) attempted to further 
develop the concept of relevance in answer to this ques-
tion . 
'Relevance' refers to the ordering, in terms of 
importance to the group, of the activities over 
which the internal power of the group extends. The 
conceptual dimension along which we can order 
narticular activities as relevant or irrel evant 
to a particular group still remains unclear. There 
apoear to be three possible bases for such order-
ings: the importance of the activity for group 
locomotion, the value which the group places on 
the activity, and some hierarchy of needs common 
to group members in their roles as group members . 
Whatever the basis for ordering, we may anticipate 
that a group will exercise greater influence over 
relevant than over irrelevant activities . ( 37 ) 
He experimentally studied the rejection of and commun-
ication to deviates under different degrees of cohesiveness, 
lltfhich were independently measured wi th questionnaire i terns , 
and relevance of the discussion to the group . Paid parti-
cinants, deviating from the opinions of others in the group, 
were most often rejected sociometrically. Rejections of 
deviates were more frequent in groups of high cohesiveness 
and in situations where the deviant behavior occurred in 
a group discussing relevant content. 
In situations where the group discussed material rele-
vant to its interests, there were significantly more long 
communications and fewer pauses and interruptions than in 
the irrelevant experimental conditions. In the situation 
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of high cohesiveness and relevant content, communications 
by sociometric rejectors showed a continuous decline after 
reaching a peak earlier in the meeting. This finding demon-
strates the isolation of deviates as contact between them 
and other group members declines , which also is suggested 
by findings of Festinger, Schachter and Back ( 13 ) . 
The discussion of the concept of cohesiveness above 
mentions two determinants of this variable: the attractive-
ness the group itself possesses for its members and the 
extent to which the group controls the achievement of goals. 
Because of the deriva tions possible from the concept of 
cohesiveness, it is scientifically useful to determine as 
many conceptual sources and empirical determinants of this 
variable as possible . Also , it is necessary to ask whether 
or not there are similarities between groups in which the 
cohesiveness rests upon different sources . 
Back ( 2 ) created group cohesiveness in three ways : 
"attraction of the partner, mediation of other goals (task 
direction) , and prestige of the group itself . " Cohesiveness, 
according to Back , may be treated as a unitary concept , Regard-
les s of the source of cohesi,reness, high cohesive groupe 
had more internal power (indicated bv the amount of social 
- v 
influence produced) than did lot cohesive groups . 
The ratings of observers and content analyses of written 
stories showed tha t in high cohesive groups there ere sig-
nificantly more attempts at influence and tha t more influence 
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occurred than in the low cohesive condition. Also, high 
cohesive group members reported themselves as feeling 
their partne rs a ttempted to influence them significantly 
more often than did those in low cohesive groups . 
When the personal attractiveness of members to one 
another was the source of cohesiveness., individuals tended 
to develop lengthy and pleasant conversations.1 However , 
when cohesiveness was due to task direction; the subjects 
oriented their discussions toward s a quick and efficient 
achievement of their goal . More cautious behavior was 
found for groups in which cohesiveness was ba.s.ed on prestige 
of the groups . 
An experiment was designed by Festinger and Thibaut 
( 15 ) in which instructions created high, low, and medium 
pressures toward uniformity in different groups . They found 
that 11 as pressure s toward uniformity increase, both pressures 
to communicate and readiness to change also increases. 11 
Pressures to communicate were measured by indices of the 
number of communica tiona sent, ''hile readine as. to change 
was coordinated to ~hanges in preference on a seven point 
scale of opinion • 
. 1 Back ' s exoerimental procedures suggest that this may not 
be due entirely to his experimental instructions, since subjects 
were not randomly assigned to his personal attraction groups. 
11 
•• subject s were assigned to a condition where personal 
attraction was important, only -if they had made a reasonable 
amount of specification about their partners ." Also, Back does 
not present any independent measures for his manipulations of 
cohesiveness . 
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II. COOPERATION AND COMPETITION 
Although the scientific literature contains many 
studies of cooperation and competition ( 32 ) , only the 
exoeriment by Deutsch is directly relevant methodologically 
to the present research. Early studies of coop·eration and 
competition typically compared the productivity of individ-
uals 1n situa tions where students worked alone, with others 
receiving "cooperative" or "competitive" instruction , in 
the presence of spectators, or together wi th instructions 
to do their best but not to compete ( 34 ). Despite the 
many studies in this area, there were no major systematic 
attempts by psychologists to investigate and conceptualize 
social relationships found in cooperative and competitive. 
group situations before Deutsch ' s experiment. 
These studies, performed for the most part in the 
then scientifically accepted atmosphere of behaviorism, 
typically neglected the introspections of subjects , Infer-
ences concerning cooperation and competition were made on 
the basis of stimulus conditione (usually 1n.structions) 
and responses (individual productivity on various problems, 
mainly of a highly structured type). 
Such procedures make it difficult to determine how in-
tervening perceptions are produced by instructions . Only 
one early study reports the introspections of students . Here , 
although told not to :compete, the students typically formed 
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levels of aspiration on the basis of their own performance 
and with which they competed ("auto-competition") ( 34 ). 
May and Doob ( 32 ) have described the confusion that 
occurs when an attempt is made to interpret early research 
of cooperation and competition. 
When one experiment in the existing literature is 
compared with another, practically never do we find 
that the variables involved are controll ed in pre-
cisely the same fashion or even that they are con-
trolled at all. 
• • • It is our opinion that , if future expElrimenta-
tion on this problem is to produce resul ts that 
are scientifically useful some guiding concepts 
•• • should be employed . 
The remainder of this section will review a conceptual 
apDroach to cooperation and competition that permits the 
development of specific hypotheses concerning these variables 
in relation to cohesiveness, influence, and communication. 
It consists of a detailed presentation .of Deutsch ' s concept-
uali zations of cooperation and competition, his hypotheses 
and empirical findings . 
Early treatments of social psychological problems 
generally conceived of a group as based on certain similar-
ities existing among its members, according to Lewin ( 27 ). 
Possessing similar characteristics per se (e . g ~ , sex or 
11 J;'ace 11 ) does not pu t individuals in the dynamic relationship 
with one another found in social groups . The important 
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characteristic of social groups to Le in is the interde-
pendent relationship of their members ( 4 ). 
French ( lb ) in an experimental study of newly formed 
and previously organized groups under conditions of exper-
imentally created fear and frustration, found evidence for 
more interdependence among the members of organized groups. 
This phenomenon was derived by French on the ba.sis of the 
theoretically greater ability of organized groups to in-
fluence their members . Interdependence was · measured on a 
four point scale by .the ratings of observers . The scale 
points ranged from "no interdependence ; completely p&.rallel 
behavior" at the one extreme , to "very high interdependence, 
activity of each 111 (member) is incomplete by itself" at 
the other . 
Deutsch ( 9 ), after a careful analysis of existing 
definitions of cooperation and competition, found a common-
ality in previous treatments of the subject in that a diff-
erence in the state of goal regions in the two conditions 
we.s suggested as a basic distinction in most early concept-
ualizations . This distinction certainly has been treated 
by other investigators . ( 32, 33 ) 
As far as psychological theory is concerned, Lewis 
( 29 ) has discussed the consequences of cooperation and 
competition for individual motivation within the Lewinian 
field-theoretical conceptual scheme . In cooperative situ-
a tions, an individual may feel that a cooperating person's 
. - 17 -
activities satisfy his own needs. In competition, however, 
only one's own activities can bring satisfaction. 
Deutsch's major contribution is in the specific devel-
opment of the implications of cooperation and competition 
for small group theory. Starting with the observation of 
differences in the sta~e of goal regions, he applied the 
concept of interdependence to the problem of cooperation 
and competition and formulated the following definitions: 
In a coooerative social situation the goals for 
the individuals or sub-units in the situation under 
consideration have the following characteriRtics: 
the goal regions for each of the individuals or 
sub-units in the situation are d eflned so that a 
goal region can be entered (to some degree) by any 
given individual or sub-unit only if all the in-
dividuals or sub-units under consideration can 
also enter their re8pective goal regions (to some 
degree). For convenience sake, the phrase 1pro-
motively interdependent goals 1 will be used to 
identify any situation in which the individuals 
or sub-units composing it have their goals inter-
related by the characteristics defined above . 
In a competitive social situation the goals for 
the individuals or sub-units in the situation under 
consideration have the followng characteristics: 
the goal-regions for each of the individuals or 
sub-units in the situation are defined so that 
if a goal region is entered by any indivi dual 
or sub-unit, the other individuals or sub-units 
will, to some degree, be unable to reach their 
respective goals in the social situation under con-
sideration. For convenience sake , the phrase 
1 contriently interdependent goals' will .be used 
to identify any situation in which the individuals 
or sub-unite composing it have their goals inter-
related by the characteristics defined immediately 
above. 
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Defining cooperat ion and competition within t he 
framework of a n interdependent approach to social behavior, 
enabled Deutsch to study systematically the social relation-
ships found in competitive and cooperative situa tions 
r a ther than individual motivation and productivity per se . 
Before formulating some hypotheses concer_ing diff-
erences between coopera tive and competitive individuals, 
Deutsch developed some of the logical implications of his 
defini·tions and introduced further psychologica l assumptions. 
It was assumed that the. locomotions of promotively inter-
dependen t individual s would facilitate rea ching the goal 
of the group ·by all members, while locomotions by a con-
triently interdependent individual in the direction of the 
group ' s goal would decrease the probability of reaching 
the goal for other members. This situation suggests more 
rivalry among competitive individuals and more orientation 
t owar ds the group task by cooperatives. 
Unless individual percentions are veridical to exper-
imentally created s ituations, it i s impos s ible to determine 
~hether the results of re search are due to the situa tion 
created by the experimenter or unanticipated subjective 
distortions of individuals . Deutsch assumed veridicality 
on the basis of psychological principles of perception and 
learning • 
•• the perceptions and expecta tions of an individual 
are likely to be veridical to hie environment if he 
has had enough experience with the situation, if he 
has i ntelligence, and/or if the situation is s imple 
enough. 
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From the assumption of veridicality and the logical 
implications of the definitions of cooperation and compe-
tition, Deutsch developed some basic hypotheses . These 
include predictions th~t individuals in competitive and 
cooperative situations would tend to perceive themselves 
veridically in relation to other group members and that 
cooperative individuals would show more substitutability 
of actions, positive cathexis of other ' s actions, positive 
inducibility in relation to other members and helpfulness 
than would competitive individuals. 
Deutsch then concerned himself with the development 
of additional hypothes.es on the consequences o:f' cooperative 
and competitive situations on aspects of small group func-
tioning. These include the areas of 11organi zation, moti va-
t ion, orientation, productivity, and interpersonal relations . " 
Onl y those at all relevant to the present research (areas 
of motivation, communication and interpersona l rel tiona) 
will be mentioned here (the number of the hypothesis in 
Deutsch ' s presentation will be par ent hesized). 
1. Relevant motivation hyootheses 
(12 ) The direction of the forces operating 
on Indiv. co-op would be more similar than the 
direction of the forces operating on Indiv. camp . 
(13) The direction of the forces operating 
on the Indiv. co-op would be more toward task 
closure than auld be the directions of the 
forces operating on Indiv comp . -~ i . e., there 
is more achievement pressure on the Indiv. co-op. 
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(15) There will not be a significant difference 
in the total strength of the forces (interest, 
involvement) operating on the Indiv co-op and 
Indiv comp in their respective situations (making 
the assumptions that situationally irrelevant 
ego-systems do not become involved). 
2 . Relevant communication hypothesis 
(21) There will be more common appraisals (mu-
tual agreements and acceptances) of communicators 
and communicatees among Indiv co-op than among 
Indiv comp. · 
3. Relevant inter-personal relations hypothesis 
Deutsch di~cusses how individuals develop .affective 
reactions towards one another in competitive and cooperative 
situations : 
••• we expect the actions of fellow members to 
be more positively cathected among Indiv co-op 
than among Indiv comp. We should expent the 
perceived source of these activities to acquire 
to some extent a cathexis similar to that held 
with respect to actions. 
The following definitions of group and individual 
functions were developed : 
••. we define as 11 group functions" any actions 
~ hich are intended to increase the solidarity 
of the group, or to maintain and regula te the 
group so that it functions • smoothly • . 
• • ·• we de-fine "individual functions" to include 
any acti on s of the individual which are not 
immediately directed toward task solution and 
which are not "group functions" {i.e., actions 
which are obstructive, blocking, aggressive, 
or self-defensive, etc., a re "individual func-
tions") 
(29) There will be a greater percentage of 
group functions among Indiv co-op than among 
Indiv comp. 
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(30) There will be .a greater percentage of 
individual functions among Indiv comp. than 
among Indiv. co-op. 
Deutsch also attempted to relate his definitions of 
coopera tion and competition to a formula tion of group psy-
chology, to cohesiveness, and individual membership . His 
basic definitions relevant to this research follow: 
A psychological group has cohesiveness as a 
direct function of the strength of goals per-
ceived to be promotively interdependent and of 
the degree of perceived interdependence. 
Individuals or sub-units possess membership mo-
tive in a psychological group as a direct function 
of the strength of the goals nerceived to be pro-
motively interdependent and of the degree .·of the 
perceived interdependence . 
Deutsch ( 10 ) found that all his subjects, students 
in a course over a six week period, could recal l the essen-
tial aspects of the experimental instructions . Basic hy-
potheses predicting more perceived interdependence, sub-
stitutability of actions, · positive cathexis of others 
behavior, positive in<iucibility and helpfulness among co-
operative subjects were supported by empirica l findings. 
The sources of data were questionnaires administered to 
subjects and the ratings of their behavior by three trained 
observers. 
Questionnaire results showed that sub jects reca lled 
the experimental instructions and that cooper ative subjects 
rated themselves as having more 11 we-feeling 11 and group 
d 
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centeredness than did competitives. Observers' ratings 
concurred with this finding. Also, competitive subjects 
evalua ted themselves and were rated more self-centered than 
v.rere cooperatives. 
Substitutability of actions in cooperative groups was 
shown by more frequent division of labor in such situations . 
Cooperative individuals were rated as significantly more 
attentive towards one another than . were competitives (evidence 
for more helpfulness among cooperatives). More positive 
inducibility among cooperatives was evidenced by both ob-
servers ' ratings of the acceptance of ideas and questionnaire 
responses showing more agreement with the ideas of others . 
Observers ' ratings also reported significantly more friend-
liness during cooperative group discussions. 
Greater speed in problem solving indicated that the 
direction of forces on cooperative subjects was more similar 
than that on competitive . Although no differences were 
found in the total strength of forces on cooperative and 
competitive subjects (questionnaire results showed· no sig-
nificant difference in interest or involvement in the two 
situations), there was more achievement pressure among co-
operative subjects according to the judgments of observers . 
Their ratings showed that cooperative individuals had 
fewer communication difficulties and were more l ikely to 
accept and agree wi th one another than were competitive sub-
jects. 
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Cooperative subjects were judged as showing more 
friendliness and group functions, less aggression and in-
d ividual functions than were · competitives. There as a 
hi gher evaluation of the group ' s 9roduct and more feeling 
t ha t the group helped one ' s thinking among cooperatives , 
according to the questionnaire responses . All in all, 
Deutsch ' s findings indicate that cooperative sltua.tions 
may be advantageous usychologically for individual mem-
bers and organizationally for groups . 
IV. RELATION OF PROBLEM TO ITS HISTORICAL AND 
THEORETICAL ANTECEDENTS 
The growth of knowledge concerning cooperation and 
competition in relation to cohesiveness, social influence, 
a nd communication necessitates both the additional concept-
ualizations and empirical research that follow here. Ade-
qua te information concerning cooperation and competition 
as social relationshins is l a cking until these variables 
are studied as determinants of cohesive behavior and 
patterns of social influence and communication, factors which 
are basic to group psychology . Also, cohesive behavior 
and its derivatives (e.g., social influence) are not fully 
unders tood until their many determinants are sclentifically 
demons t rated. 
CHAPTER III 
CONCEPTUALIZATION AND FOR1lliLATION OF HYPOTHESES 
This Chapter is divided into three parts . First, 
a n attempt is made to restate the problem in its relation 
to the theoretical and historical literature reviewed above . 
Then, the specific concepts used in the present study are 
defined and t heir empirical coordinates, indicated. Thi 
is followed by a statement of specific hypotheses for re-
search, including the assumptions upon which they are based 
and their relevance to the scientific literature reviewed. 
I. RESTATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Primarily, this research is an attempt to determine 
the effect of cooperation and competition on cohesiveness, 
social influence , and communication. Cooperation and com-
petition, the independent va.riables , in the past have been 
studied as determinants of individual motivation to produce 
in various experimental situations . Deutsch was the first 
to stress the social consequences of cooperation and com-
petition on small group functioning. 
The basic difference between cooperation and competition 
as defined by Deutsch is in the way an ino~vidual achieves 
hi s goal in both situations . Cooperation requires that the 
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group achieve its goal if any specific individual member 
is to reach his. This is similar to the situation of task 
direction used by Back ( 2 ) where the reward was given all 
group members or none. 
Deutsch conceptualized cohesiveness as due to coopera-
tion, but did not treat the problem empirically. Back, 
working within the framework of the theoretical formulations 
in Social Pressures !n Informal Groups, was interested in 
studying cohesiveness as a unitary concept. To do this, he 
studied three sources of the. variable, one of which was task 
direction, the situation in which individual goal achievement 
is dependent upon the group reaching its goal. 
Cooperation may be viewed as a case of task direction 
as a deteTminant · of cohesiveness. This follows from the 
basic si~larities in the experiments by Deutsch and Back 
and is tne major assumption of this research. 
From the assumption of cooperation as a determinant 
of group cohesiveness 1 it was possible to integrate cooper-
ation ana. competition with important variables in group 
psychology . Social influence, pressures toward uniformity, 
the acceptance of pressures toward uniformity, and communi-
cations ~f relevance were predicted to occur more frequently 
in cooperative than competitive situations. These variables, 
derivable· from the conceptualization of cohesiveness, when 
considered in relation to the independent variables, coopera-
tion and competition, suggested the major hypothesis of this 
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research. An attempt also was made to determine empirically 
the consequences of cooperation and competition on cohesive. 
behavior . 
Other hypotheses are formulated on the basis of an 
additional assumotion . It is assumed that connitions of 
task direction (e . g ., cooperation) are likely to produce 
instrumental communications . 
Competition , as defined here , requires than an individual ' s 
success lead to the failure of other group members . In-
fluencing another member to accept an accurate solution to 
a problem , exerting pressures toward uniformity or commun-
icating relevant information would serve to minimize a 
competi~ive individual 's own chances of reaching his goal . 
In this case , cohesive behavior would theoretically conflict 
with individual goals . It would seem that there are no 
theoretical grounds for considering competition, as defined 
here, to be a source of group cohesiveness. 
II . CONCEPTUAL TOOLS AND THEIR COORDINATES 
The concepts with which hypotheses are deve loped 
follow here . Their source in the scientific literature and 
their empirical coordinates in the present research are 
indicated . 
Certain conceptualizations of Deutsch ( 9 ) are 
followed here . These include his conceptual definitions 
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of cooperation and competition, group and individual functions . 
Cooperation and competition are defined as follows: 
In a cooperative social situation the goals for 
the individual or sub-units in the situation un~er 
consideration have the following characteristics: 
the goal regions for ee.ch of t he individuals or 
sub-units in the situation are defined so that a 
goal region can be entered ( t o some degree) by any 
given individual or sub-unit only if all the in-
dividuals or sub-units under consideration can also 
enter their respective goal regions (to some degree) . 
For convenience sake, the phrase ' promotively 
interdependent goals ' will be used to identify 
any situation in which the individuals or sub- units 
composing it have their goals interrelated by the 
characteristic defined above . 
In a competitive social situation the goals for 
the individuals or sub-unite in the situation under 
consideration have the following characteristics: 
the goal regions for each of the individuals or 
sub-units in the situation are defined so that if 
a goal region is entered by any individual or sub-
unit (or by any given portion of the individuals 
or sub-units under consideration) the other in-
dividuals or sub-units will, to some degree, be 
unable to reach their respective goals in the 
situation under consideration . For convenience 
sake , the phrase 1 contriently interdependent goals ' 
will be used to identify any situation in which the 
individuals or sub-units composing it have their 
goals interrela ted by the characteristic defined 
immediately above . 
Empirically , experimental instructions are used to 
create cooperation and competit i on , the independent variables . 
Cooperation and competition are independently measured 
with questionnaire items . 
Deutsch developed the concept of grouo ~ individual 
functions to describe the relevance of individual actions 
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to group functioning . These are the same categories pub-
lished by Benne and Sheats ( 5 ) . This variable will be 
studied with the content analysis code in Appendix C. 
They are defined as follows : 
••• we define as 1 group functions' any actions 
which are intended to increase the solidarity 
of the group , or to maintain and to regulate the 
group so that it functions 1 srnoothly 1 • 
Several of Festinger ' s concepts ( 11 ) l!Vill be used 
1n the present study . These include cohesiveness , pressures 
toward uniformity, 1nstrumentai and consumatory communication. 
Also to be described are Schachter's ( 37 ) definition of 
relevance and a definition of social influence . 
Cohesiveness is defined as the"total field of forces 
which act on members to remain in the group~ This and the 
other concepts described below will be measured with a 
content ana:lysis·of written communications, the code for 
which is described in the next chapter and fully presented 
in Appendix C. The accepta.nce of pressures tm~ard uniform-
ity will be measured by changes in response to an attitude 
questionnaire over time . 
Pressures to ard uniformity are defined as 
pressures which, for one reason or another, act 
toward making members of a group agree conclerning 
some is sue or conform with respect to some behavior 
pattern . 
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Instrumental ~ consuma tory communication are de-
fined as: 
By an instrumental communication, we mean one in 
which the reduction of the force to communicate 
depends upon the effect of the communicati.on on 
the recipient ••• 
By a consumatory communication we mean one in 
which the reduction of the force to! communicate 
occurs as a result of the expression and does not 
depend upon the effect it has on the recipient.( 11 ) 
Bales ' ( 3 ) categories of "gives information" and 
11 gives" opinion will be considered instrumental communica-
tions. His categories of 11 shows tension" and "shows an-
tagonism 11 will be considered consuma tory communications. 
Relevance was defined by Schachter as : 
the ordering, in terms of importance to the group, 
of the activities over which the internal power of 
the group extends ••• There appear to be three possi-
ble bases for such ordering: the importance of the 
activity for group locomotion {applicable to the 
present experimental situation), the value which the 
gro,up places upon the activity 1 and some hierarchy 
of needs common to group members in their roles as 
group members. Whatever the basis for ordering, 
we may anticipate that a group will exercise grea ter 
i nfluence over relevant t han over irrelevant 
activities. ( 37 ) 
Social influence may be defined as the ability of one 
individual to induce a force on another greater than the 
recipient's resistance to it . After ba sic assumptions of 
thi s research are explicitly stated, the concepts described 
here will be used in developing specific hypotheses for re-
search. 
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III. FORMULATION OF HYPOTHESES 
The predictions tha t follow are develooed from im-
plications of the conceptual definitions and some additional 
assumptions concerning cooperation as a determinant of both 
cohesiveness and instrumental communications . These assump-
tions follo • 
Coooeration ·~ ~determinant Q! cohesiveness 
Deutsch defined cohesiveness as a function of promotive 
interdependence ( 9 ) . However, he did not treat cohesive-
ness empirically . 
Back ( 2 ) demonstrated that cohesiveness is a unitary 
concept and may have more than one source (e.g. , attract-
iveness of group members, task direction, pre&tige of a 
group) . It is maintained here that cohe siveness in coopera-
tive relationshi ps, as defined by Deutsch, is a case of 
cohesiveness due to task direction (where the group mediates 
goals for its members) . 
If this is so , it should be possible to integrate 
aspects of Deutsch' s conceptualizations wi thin the social 
communication framework developed by Festinger. This 
makes it possible to predict the consequences of cooperatiom 
and competition on a pattern of dependent~riables derived 
from cohesiveness (e.g., social influence, pressures toward 
uniformity, relevance). 
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Cooperation ~ ~ determinant of instrumental communica-
tions 
It is assumed here that instrumental communications 
are more likely to occur in cooperative than competitive 
rela tionships . For the competitive individual, helping a 
fellow group member on·ly lessens his own chances of success . 
Cooperatives , on the other hand, theoretically help them-
selves by helping others . This basic situation seems to 
imply that communica tions of an instrumental type as defined 
by Festinger are necessary' f<?r the functioning of e·m~rative 
groups, but not for competitive . 
Assumpt ions concerning cohesiveness and instrumental 
communications are separated for heuristic purposes. Whether 
or not all cohesive· groupe ca.n be expected to show a · high 
frequency of instrumental communications is an empirical 
problem . However, coopei•ative situations are assumed to 
possess such a characteristic on the basis of the reasoning 
in the preceeding paragraph. 
Formulation of hypotheses 
An attempt is made to specify predictions of differences 
between cooperative and competitive subjects on the basis 
of the assumptions developed here. Although the major hy-
potheses concern differences between cooperative and compe-
titive individuals in cohesive behavior, social influence 
and communication , other predictions less central to the 
major problem aleo are stated. 
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1. Indications of cohesiveness i11 be more frequent 
among cooperative than among competitive individ-
ua.ls . 
ls.. Cooperative individuals will attempt to influence 
others more than competitive individua1s ill. 
This prediction is based on the assumption of co opera-
tion as a determinant of cohesiveness and has empirical 
substantiation in the findings reported by Back ( 2 ) and 
Festinger, Schachter and Back ( 13 ) that cohesiveness is 
a source of social influence . 
lb . Cooperative individuals will send and accept more 
pressures toward uniformity than will competitive 
individuals . 
Festinger ( 11 ) hypothesizes cohesiveness to be a 
source of pressures toward uniformity, which would make 
the above prediction tenable, assuming cooperation as a 
source of cohesiveness . Results of Festinger and Thibaut 
{ 15 ) show more acceptance of pressures toward uniformity 
when greater pressures are induced on individual members . 
Results of Back ( 2 ) and Festinger, Schachter and Back 
{ 13 ) also support this prediction . 
lc. Cooperative individuals will send more relevant 
communications than will competitive lndividusls . 
The conceptualization of po\verfield ( 13 ) , "the 
realm of activities over which a group has power 11 , which 
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is derived from cohes iveness, supports the hypothesis that 
the likelihood of communicating content relevant to a group 
should be more frequent in cooperative than competitive 
situations . Festinger 1 s theoretical approach to communica-
tion also suggests this hypothesis ( 11 ). 
Hypotheses in this section were tested with the content 
analysis code in Appendix C (the categories are briefly 
described in the next chapter). Acceptance of pressures 
toward uniformity was meaetred by changes i n response to a 
seven point opinion continuum during group meetings . 
Communications of cohesive behavior, influence and 
relevance may be considered instrumental for cooperative 
group locomotion . Competitive individuals might influence 
one another away from goa l directed a ctivity and such 
communications could be considered instrumental for the 
sender. In developing hypotheses concerning cooperative 
and competitive differences in communication , the finding 
{ 13 ) that 11 information is most likely to be communicated 
to those who are thought to be most affected by it 11 and the 
statement of Festinger ( 11 ) that cohesiveness is a deter-
minant of pressures to communicate in a group should be 
considered . 
A cooperative individual advances towards his goal 
when: other group members also approach their goals . Inter-
personal communication of an instrumental type may be 
considered the means by which cooperative individuals 
facilitate one another 1 a goal achievement . Such communications 
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by competitives would be dysfunctional for their own goal 
achievement. This provides the rationale for the follow-
ing statement : 
2. Cooperative individuals will send and receive 
more communications, more instrumental commun-
ications, and fewer conaumatory communications 
than ~ill competitive individuals. 
Communications of opinion and information are considered 
instrumental, while those of tension and antagonism are 
coordinated to consumatory communications. This and all 
remaining hypotheses were studied with a content analysis 
of written messages . 
2a . Cooperative individuals are more likely to take 
group functions and less likely to take individ-
ual functions than are competitive individuals. 
This is a replication of Deutsch's hypothesis . 
2b. Cooperative individuals are more likely to induce 
forces towe.rds the group goal, while competitve 
individuals are more likely to induce forces away 
from the group goal to recei vera who B.re non-
cooperative. 
Hypothesis 2b may be predicted from the definitions of 
cooperation and competition and the assumption of instrumen-
tal communications. Since cooperative individuals a re 
promotively interdependent , they should ten4to exert in-
fluence towards the group goal on individuals seen as 
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blocking goal achievement with non-cooperative behavior. 
The converse of this should hold for competitive subjects• 
Here, the prediction of influence (an instrumental commun-
ica tion) by competitives suggests the im9ortance of qualita-
tive differences in the communications by individuals in 
t he t wo situations and their function for the particular 
sender. 
The next chapter will specify the experimental pro-
cedures with which the above hypotheses were tested. 
Al so, the measuring instruments will be described there and 
fully presented in Appendix C. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS 
This chapter is divided into three main sections: 
I Chronological Summary of Experimental Procedures, II 
Description of Experimental Procedures, and III Measure-
ment of Empirical Referents of Concepts. The second 
section consists of four subsections : (A) selection of 
subjects, (B) creation of independent variable, (C) group 
task , and (D) control of group process . 
I. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
For a convenient view of the experimenta l procedure, 
themeps in each group meeting may be summarized as follo s: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5· 
Five subjects, facing the wall , are asked neither 
to communicate with nor turn towards one another. 
Introductory remarks are made to put subjects at 
ease. 
Receipt of expe rimenta l instructions (independent 
variable)~ Some subjects receive cooper tive, 
others competitive instructions. 
Receipt of human relations problem and scale of 
suggested solutions to it. Instructions indicate 
that communications are restricted to written 
messages during three note-wr i ting (Nl, N2, N3) 
periods . Subjects are to communica te at their 
own discretion . 
First note writing period (Nl). Subjects write 
notes which a re collected, then indicate preference 
6. 
7. 
3 . 
9. 
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on scale, are reminded neither to turn nor 
communicate, re-read instructions and receive 
set one of standard stimulus notes. 
Subjects read received planted notes (set one), 
second note writing period (N2) starts, subjects 
write notes hich are collected, then indicate 
prefe rence on scale, are reminded neither to 
turn nor communicate, re-read instructions, and 
receive set two of planted messages. 
Subjects read received planted messages (set two), 
third note writing period starts (N3); subjects 
write notes which are collected, receive set 
three of planted notes, read notes and indicate 
preferences on love-punishment scale . 
Distribution of post-session questionnaire ~hich 
subjects answer . 
Participants are told about the experiment and 
all questions answered when possible . They are 
thanked for their cooperation and asked to keep 
the details of the experiment confidential. 
II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERilvlENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Selection of Sub.lects 
Eighteen groups of five individuals each were created 
for experimental study. The subjects were selected from 
about two hundred and eighty female volunteers at the Boston 
University College of Liberal Arts and School of Practical 
Arts and Letters after free-time schedules were arranged 
s o that seven , who did not mention one another as friends, 
received apoointmente for the same hour. They were notified 
of their appointments by mail. At least t o extra appoint-
ments ere made for e ach meeting to insure the necessary 
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five subjects . When more than five persons came at a 
given hour, they were permitted to participate in order 
of arrival. 
B. Creation 2f Independent Variable 
Seats in the experimental room were so arranged tha t 
subject s upon entering and receiving places, had to face 
1 
a wall unable to see one another • Subjects were randomly 
assigned letters from A to E. On occasion, individuals 
entering the room were able to see subjects already seated 
f acing the wall . As far as can be ascertained, this did 
not effect the experimental results in any way . 
The participating subjects were asked to neither 
speak nor turn around and to -raise their hands if there 
were any questions . After five subjects were seated, the 
experimental group meeting was ready to begin . 
Preliminary remarks were passed to establ ish rapport 
with the subjects and it wa·s stated that milleographed 
instructions would be circulated to explain _the experiment . 
The instructions 'N ere distributed . 
Each i ndividual received a different set of ins tructions , 
except for the fifth person, who was given one of the other 
1 This arrangement was suggested by Dr . A. Bertrand Warren 
of Northeastern University to whom the writer i s indebted for 
the use of pretest subjects and laboratory space . The writer 
would also like to thank Dr. Robert Chin, Mr . Joseph Sanders, 
Mr . Alfred Trout, and Dr. Way l and Vaughan for permitting him 
to recruit experimental subjects from t heir classes . 
• 
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four randomly. After the experiment , the subjects were 
quite surprised to learn that different instructions were 
distributed. There were no suspicions that this was done. 
The types of instructions distributed were: 
1 . li1gh motivation, cooperative : 
As psychology students , it is important that you 
learn to use course materials in everyday prob-
lems. You shall be rated as a group on just that . 
A panel of advanced graduate students "'Jill rate 
your group on human relations skills - - how pro-
fessional a set of solutions can your grouo 
supply to t he problem given you . You sha_l be 
rated as a group on the set of soiutions you 
produce . The instructor of your p s ychology course 
shall be not ified of your group ' s performance 
and the names ... of its members . Also, tho se in the 
group ith the best set of solutions shall be re-
warded with books . Our interest here is in deter -
mining hmv well groups can solve problems in 
human relations . It h· s been found that skill in 
solving such problems is related to later success 
in graduate school . 
You will be notified by mail of your group 1 s per-
formance . The group with the best set of solu-
tions shall receive a rating of one , the next 
best groups a rating of two , etc . 
2 . High motivation , competitive 
As a psychology student it is important tha t you 
learn to use course materials in everyday problems . 
YOU AS AN INDIVIDUAL shall be rated on just that . 
A panel of advanced graduate students shall r a te 
you individually on human rela tions skills -- how 
professional a solution can you supply to the 
problem given you . ~ ~ an individual shall be 
ranked (first , second , etc . r-with the other mem-
bers on the solution you produce . The instructor 
of your psychology course shall be notified of 
your individual performance . Also , the person 
with the beet solution in each group shall be re-
warded with a book . 
Our interest here is in determining how well yo u 
as an individual can solve a problem in human 
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relations. It has been found that skill in 
solving such problems is related to later 
success in graduate school. 
You will be notified by mail of your individual 
performance . The individual with the best 
solution shall receive a rating of one, the next 
best individual a rating of two, etc. 
3. Low motiva tion, cooperative 
Our interest here is in determ1~1ng how groups 
solve problems in human relations. You will be 
rated as a grouo on the set of solutions you 
produce . The group with the best set of solu-
tions shall receive a rank of one, the next 
beat a rank of two, etc. Don't worry about 
your group's rating. No one will every kno 
about it. We are just trying out one of many 
problems to see how groups attack it. It 
doesn 1 t matter from our point of view whether 
any group does well or poorly. 
l+ . Low motivation, competitive 
Our interest here is in determining how individ-
uals solve problems in human relations. You as 
an individual will be ranked in order (first,--
second, etc), with the other persons on the solu-
tions you produce. The individual with the best 
solution shall receive a r ank of one, the next 
best individual . a rank of two, etc. Don't worry 
about your rank as an individual. No one will 
ever kno about it. We are just trying out one 
of many problems to see how individual s attack 
it. It doesn't matter from our point of view 
whether any individual does well or poorly. 
Each individual , in addition, received the same follow-
ing statements : 
You may communicate with notes ~o other members . 
If you care to write not es, you may v~ite what-
ever you like to whomever you choose . You may 
write as many notes as you want . Your notes 
_ill nQ1 be rated. In fact , you don ' t have to 
write notes if you prefer to think through the 
problem by yourself. 
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If you care to write a note , just indicate on 
the reverse side of the note , the letter of 
the receiver and your own letter as sender 
(e.g., from x toy) . You will have opportunity 
to write notes for periods of four minutes 
each, with a two minute break for their de-
livery, reading and performances of certain 
tasks. 
Don ' t attempt to deliver the notes yourself . 
They will be delivered for you to save time . 
Nothing you do will be rated except thef1nal 
solution you write out at the end of the hour . 
In order to permit everyone to wo rk ith as 
little interruption as possible , all questions 
will be answered personally . So just raise 
your hand if you have any. 
C. Group Task 
The problem selected for use in this experiment as 
the short case study of a delinquent boy, Johnny Rocco , 
modified by Schachter 1 from a more detailed description 
that seemed ideally suited to t he needs of the present ex-
periment . 
Individuals receiving the case study were also asked 
to consider the problem from the point of view of a person 
responsible for the b oy ' s future treatment . S~. achter ' s 
love- punishment continuum, modified by the writer to yield 
a ider spread of responses, was also distribute~ . 2 The 
subjects were asked three times during the experiment to 
indicate which of seven alternative s was the preferred 
treatment of the boy . 
1 The human relations problem is reproduced in Appendix B. 
2 CF . Appendix C~ 
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D. Control of Group Process 
The adequacy of experimental research is dependent 
upon the extent to which independent variables are power-
fully manipulated . This demands that other factors which 
could operate to blur the operation of these variables be 
minimized . 
In the present experiment it was believed methodologi-
cally valuable to develop a technique that would control 
the operation of personality variables in the interaction 
situation . By systematically substituting a standard set 
of stimulus messages designed by the experimenter for those 
actually sent by the subjects, control of t his aspect of 
small group interaction becomes possible.1 All stimuli were 
controlled by the experimenter so that the variables of 
cooperation and competition would be as uncontaminated as 
possible . This also prevented subjects from learning that 
each received different instructions. 
Each subject received a set of identical notes, supposed-
ly written by the. other four people in the group. The fifth 
individual was necessary so that each person could receive 
the same amount of notes (i . e., four). 
1 Drs. Robert Chin and John Th.ibaut suggest ed its use 
here . It was first reported by Kell~y ( 21 ) • 
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The planted not e s had the follow~ng content :1 
From~: Themes: shows high motivati on to work on the 
group ' s problem , wants to work together wi th others in the 
group and to reach a common solution . 
Set ~Note: 
Johnny has had plenty of punishment and didn ' t 
get better. ith Mr . O' Brien he as at hie 
beet behavior . All he needs is a more agreeable 
environment where he ' ll be treated sympathetically . 
Ho do you feel about itJ I think we should all 
agree on one solution . This is fun . 
Set Two Note: 
All these solutions seem to have some advantages 
and some disadvantages . Why don ' t we l ist the 
good and bad points of each solution . I think 
the last two stress punishment too much . Johnny 
shouldn ' t have a chance to feel the whole world 
is against hi m. Let 1 s all agree on the same 
solution . #2 seems best . 
Set Three Note: 
The second Sl)lution .. seens best to me . It seems 
most practical . A ki d like Johnny might get out 
of hand unless there was a possibility of punish-
ment . I think it ' s the one that would help him 
the mo s t . Let ' s all agree on solution #2 . 
From~: Theme : shows high motivat i on and willingness 
to work on the problem alone . 
Set ~Note: 
I think I would like to work on this problem my-
self . Probably I can do bet t er if I work alone . 
1 Independent checks on the themes ranged from 91% to 100% 
agreement by Norman Goldberg and Steve Kegeles . Thanks are 
due to John Coule s , Steve Kegeles, and Aaron Spector for 
assistance in pretesting the experimental procedure . 
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I should be able to get more done that way. 
Set Two ~: 
Well, I think working alone is th~ best procedure . 
A problem like Johnny 1 e requires serious reflec-
tion . Please don 't expect me to answer any notes 
you send . 
No Set Three note 
From Q: Theme: shows low motivation, is in field to 
the e tent that communication centers about the problem and 
the senders 1 s attitude toward it . 
Set One Note : 
You can ' t possibly really solve a problem like 
this one. Why waste time on such a f oolish 
thing . There ' s nothing you can do for Johnny. 
Set Two Note: 
---
Johnny tried to be a ligood citizen" but he 
just didn ' t know how to be or why he should 
be . Which solution we pick doesn ' t really 
matter to me . 
Set Three Note : 
This problem is very dull . 0 1 Br1en sounds like 
a nice guy . Do you think he is real? 
From D: Theme: shows low motivation and tends to be 
out of the field, horsepl ays . 
~One Note : 
What a panict I would feel in a silly mood . 
What do you think of this shi ndig'? 
Set Two Note: 
Having everyone write notes is very stupid . 
It ' s ridiculous . If this is psychology, it ' s 
not for me . 
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Set Three Note: 
Do you happen to know what ' s playing at the 
Loew 1 s State this week? 
Since the planted notes contained definite themes , 
they served to reinforce the independent variables in this 
exoeriment. Here, they functioned to induce 'definite 
perceptions of the attributed sender of the note, and Set 
A notes were also used to induce pressure towards uniformity. 
Obviously, this proced~res has wide research possibilities . 
While the e~rimenter busily collected the messages 
written by the subjects, they i ndicated preferences on the 
love-punishment scale and read the exper imental instructions 
again. The subject s were not allowed to open the stimulus 
notes received until the instructions were read and prefer-
ences indicated . During t he last wri ting period, however , 
subjects read the planted notes and then indicated their 
op inions on the love-punishment scale . A post-session 
quest ionna ire with eighteen "agree-disagr ee" items , three 
sociometric, and one concerning the instructions, ere then 
distribut ed . 
III. MEASUREMENT OF EMPIRICAL REFERENTS OF CONCEPTS 
There are three sources. of data in the present exper-
imental situation. They include responses to the post-session 
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questionnaire, love-punishment scale, and the analysis of 
written messages (Nl, N2 , and N3 notes). 1 
The post-session questionnaire contained eighteen 
"agree-disagree" items, three sociometric and one concerning 
the instructions. The concept of membership motive was 
coordinated to the item 11 my success in the group was pretty 
dependent on the other members also succeeding. " Phenomen-
ologically causal consequences of coooerative and competitive 
instructions were assessed with the items : 11 If I get a 
rating of one , it will be due mainly to my own efforts •11 "If 
I don 't get a rating of one, it will be due mainly to the 
other people in the group . 11 No ~ pr iori predictions were 
formulated for the other items . 
Sociometric items provi ded data concerning the conse-
quences of the standard stimulus messages on judgments 
(rankings of contributions to the group meeting, friendliness, 
and preferences for future meetings) about the attributed 
11 senders 11 of the notes . The last i t em served to check the 
consequences of the instructions per se on the subjects . Im-
pressions given the subjects by the instructions as to 
whether the problem was or was not imp ortant for them and 
hether they would be rated as a group or individually were 
ascertained. 
The love-punishment seven point scale concer ned alter-
native treat ments for a delinquent youngster . On the one 
1 The instruments are r eproduced in Appendix C. 
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extreme, love , kindness and friendshi p were proposed as the 
suggested treatment . At the other extreme, the alternative 
of an emphasis on discipline and punishment for the boy was 
stated . This instrument was given to the subjects three 
times during each experimental session. Responses to it 
were analyzed for the acceptance of pressures toward uniform-
ity exerted by notes perceived as coming from 11 sender 11 A. 
A set of categories were developed to analyze the 
messages sent in terms of the concepts in the hypotheses 
presented in Chapter III . Social influence was coordinated 
to attempts to infl uence in the content of the notes . The 
messages also were analyzed for the manner of influence, 
directive or non-directive . 
Cohesiveness was coordinated to employment of the 
words '1group 11 , 11 us 11 , 11 we" and content concerning the group 
' 
as a whole in the messages . Exertions of pressures toward 
uniformity were assessed by the frequency of sta tements 
favoring and proposing commonality of opinion by the recipi-
ent of a message . Relevance was coordinated to mentions 
of specific solutions to the problem . The direction of in-
duction in a message was measured by statements interpreted 
as towards or away from the group goal by the coder . 
Functional role was categorized by the units of group 
(group task and group building roles) and individual functions . 
- ~g -
Categories of giv j_ ng opinion and information were the 
referents of instrumental communications, while consumatory 
communications were coordinated to the categories of 
shows tension or antagonism. 
CHAPTER V 
DATA AND RESULTS 
This chapter contains a presentation of the results 
of the experiment described in the preceedlng pages . The 
organization to be followed here includes two major parts : 
(1) Questionnaire Results , and ( I I) Analysis of Communica-
tiona and Scale Results . 
I . QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
The post-session questionnaire results are for 
eighteen "agree-disagree 11 type i terns , three sociometric, 
and one deali ng with the experi mental instructicms . Table 
I presents results in response to the following item deal-
ing wlth the experimental instructions : 
At the time I received the instructions, they gave 
me t he following impression (check one): 
_1 . 
_2. 
_4- . 
The problem isn ' t important for me , I will 
be rated as my group is rated . 
The problem wasn ' t important for me, I will 
be rated as an individual . 
The problem is important for me, I will be 
rated as my group is rated . 
The problem is important for me, I will be 
rated as an individual . 
The chi-square statistic was applied to determine: 
(a) Did individuals receiving 11 high 11 and 11 1ow11 motivation 
I 
I 
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I 
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TABLE I 
FREQUENCIES OF RESPONSE BY RECIPIENTS OF DIFPERENT INSTRUCTIONS TO ITEM DEALING 
WITH INSTRUCTIONS 
Response 
11 Rated as Group" 11 Rated as Individual" 
Problem Im- Problem Not Im- Problem Im- Problem Not Im-
Instruction portant portant portant portant 
High Motivation 
4 Cooperative 16 2 1 
Low Motivation 
Cooperative 14 3 5 0 
High Motivation 
Competitive 2 0 19 2 
Low Motivation 
Competitive 5 3 10 3 
\J1 
0 
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instructions report impressions corresponding to the in-
tended effect more so than could be expected to occur in 
terms of chance factors? (b) Did individuals receiving 
"cooperative" and "competitive" instructions report im-
pressions corresponding to the intended effect more so 
than could be expected to occur in terms of chance factors? 
The results in Table II indica te that no significant 
differences ere produced in individual motivation by the 
experimental instructions . Regardless of the instruction 
received, subjects were likely to state that the problem 
was important for them. 
The difference in response to the 11 indi vidual 11 and 
11 group 11 aspects of the instructions , however, is highly 
significant statistically (Table III) . Cooperative in-
dividuals tended to respond that they were rated as a 
group, while the recipients of competitive instructions 
reported that ~hey were rated individually . These differ-
ences could not be expected to occur because of chance 
factors more frequently than once in a thousand times. 
Results for the eighteen items of the questionnaire 
are presented in Table IV. Subjects answered each of these 
items in terms of a six point range of opinion: 3, strong 
agreement; 2, moderate agreement; 1, slight agreement; 
-1, slight disagreement; -2, moderate disagreement, and 
,, ~.), strong disagreement. For statistical purposes, "these 
scores were transformed into the numbers one through s ix 
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TABLE II 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECIPIENTS OF HIGH AND l[)W MO'l'IVATION 
INSTRUCTIONS IN FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE TO 
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM 
ResDonse 
Instruction "Import an t" "Not Important" 
Received 
High motivation 39 7 
Low motivation 34 9 
Chi-square= .19, p = . 70 
• 
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TABLE III 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECIPIENTS OF COOPERATIVE AND C01WET ITIVE 
I NSTRUCTIONS IN FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM 
Instruction Received 
Cooperative 
Competitive 
Response 
11 Group" 
37 
10 
Chi-square = 28 . 9, P : . 001 
11 Individual 11 
All chi-squares contain Yate 1 s correction for 
continuity 
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TABLE I V 
AVERAGE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COOPERATIVE AND CO~~ETITIVE 
SUBJECTS IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 
Item Coop** Comp M 
Mean Mean d i f'f . "t" P . 
1. I would like to a t tend 
an other meeting such as 
toda.y ' s . 2. 29 2. 36 . 07 not s1g . 
2. I thoroughly enjoyed 
today 1 s meeting . 2. 27 2. 2S .01 not . s1g . 
3. I tended to exverience 
conflict in today s ·meet-
4- . 29 ing . 3. 67 . 62 1. 63 . 20 
4- . The needs of· other mem-
bers conflicted with my o n 
3. 64- 4. 23 1. 4-S . 59 . 20 
5. I benefited quite a bit 
from discussing the problem 
4. 30 with the group . 4- . 22 .os not sig. 
6. I contributed a good 
deal to the gr oup ' s work 3-31 3. 67 -37 l . OS . 30 
7. Our group was pretty 4.00 3.42 successful . .5S 2.19 . 05 
S. My success in the group 
was pretty dependent on the 
other members also succeed-
ing . 3. 67 4- .55 .ss 2. 35 .05 
9. The goal of the group was 
very important for me . 3. 29 3.5S • 29 
-735 not sig . 
10 . I was very invol ved in 
the group ' s problem . 3. 36 3.10 . 26 . 6S6 not sig . 
11 . I accented the goal of' 
the group as ~:.rorthy of my 
. 64- l . S4 best effor ts . 2. 29 2.93 .10 
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TABLE IV (continued) 
AVERAGE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COOPERATIVE AND CO~~ETITIVE 
SUBJECTS IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 
Item Coop** Como M 
Mean Mean diff . 11 t 11 P. 
12 . I felt it was necessary 
to agree with the other mem-
bers about a common solution 
to the problem. 3.S9 
13 . I felt it was more 
necessary to compete vvi th 
than cooperate with the 
other members . 5.06 
1~ . If I get a rating or 
one it will be due mainly 
to my ownefforts . 3.1S 
15 . If I don't get a rating 
of one, it will be due 
mainly to the other people 
in the group . 4.50 
16 . At times I felt angry 
towards some of the other 
members. 4.15 
17. Giving information to 
the other members benefited 
me . 3. 14 
lS. I felt my individual 
reputation was at stake 
during the group meeting 4. 9S 
4. 45 . 20 
~ . so . 26 . 7b5 not sig . 
l . S6 1 . 32 4. 09 . 001 
. Sb 2. 69 . 01 
4 . 20 not sig. 
.44 l . lS . 30 
2.17 .05 
** A score o.f one indica tes strong agr eement ; 2 , moderate 
agreement ; 3, slight agreement ; 4, slight disagreement ; 5 , 
mqderat e disagreement, and 6, strong disagreement 
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respectively. There were statisti cally significant diff-
erences between those receiving cooperative and competitive 
type instructions in five items (numbers 7, 8 , 14, 15 , and 
18). 
Cooperative individuals were significantly more likely 
to agree to the following items : 
8. My success in t he group was pretty dependent : on 
the other members also succeeding. 
9. If I don ' t get a rating of one, it will be due 
mainly to the other people in the group . 
lS. I~lt my individual reputation was at stake during 
the group meeting. 
Compet i tive individuals were significantly more likely 
t o agree that : 
7. Our group as pretty successful . 
14. If I get a rating of one, it will be due mainly 
to my oVJn efforts . 
There were no significant differences bet1een coopera-
tive anci competitive individuals in response to the follow-
ing: 
1. I would like to attend another meeting such as 
today ' s . 
2 . I thorougnly enjoyed today ' s meeting . 
3. I tended to experience conflict in today ' e meeting • 
. 4. The needs of other members conflicted with my own . 
5. I benefited quite a bit from discussing the prob-
le.m with the group . 
6 . I contributed a good deal to the group ' s work . 
9. The goal of the group was very imuortant for me . 
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10 . I was very involved in the group 1 s problem . 
11. I accepted the goal of the group as vvorthy of 
my best efforts . 
12. I felt it was necessary to agree with the other 
members about a common solution to the problem. 
13 . I felt it was more nec essary to compete with 
than cooperate with the other members . 
16 . At times I felt angry towards some of the other 
members . 
17 . Giving information to the other members benefited 
me . 
Responses to the sociometric items are presented in , 
Tables V and VI . The items were : 
Please rank in order all the members of the group 
including yourself in terms of t heir contribution 
to the group ' s meeting. 
Which of the other members would you like to meet 
with again? Pl ease r ank . 
Please rank in order the other group members as to 
how friendly they were to you. 
In Table V unifo~ities in response by subjects, regard-
less of t he experimental instructions received are presented 
for the three items . High motivation , cooperative individuals 
(attributed~ender" of set A notes) were sociometrically 
ranked as contributing most to the group meeting . 
The difference in the rankings of high and low cooper-
a tive individuals (perceived as source of set C notes) by 
all subjects was statistically significant a t t he . 001 level 
of conf idence . Low motivation cooperative individuals were 
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TABLE V· 
DIFFERENCES I N SOCIOMETRIC JUDGMENTS OF NOTE 11 SENDERS 11 (BY 
ALL SUBJECTS REGARDLESS OF EXPERIMENTAL I NS TRUCTIONS) 
A. Rankings of Contribution to Meeting 
11 Sender" A c B D 
(High Motiva- (Low Motiva- (High Motiva- (Low Motiva-
tion coopera- tion coopera - tion compet1- tion out of 
tive) tive) t1ve) field) 
1st Prefer-
ence 72 2 0 
2nd Prefer-
ence 20 7 6 
3rd Prefer-
34 ence 3 16 10 
4-th Prefer-
ence 2 20 29 30 
5th Prefer-
40 ence 0 30 
Average Rank-
ing 1 . 24 3 . 14- 3 . 86 4- . 21 
Statistical 
Anal;ysis: A vs B t: 18.4-5 p . 001 
A VB c t: 14-.95 p . 001 
A vs D t: 24.75 p . 001 
B vs c t: 4-.41 p .001 
B vs D t: 2 . 20 p .05 
c vs D t: 7.23 p .001 
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TABLE V (continued) 
DIFFERENCES IN SOCIOMETRIC JUDGMENTS OF NOTE 11 SENDERS 11 (BY 
ALL SUBJECTS REGARDLESS OF EXPERI~~NTAL INSTRUCTIONS) 
B. Preferences for Future Meeting 
"Sender" A 
(High Motiva-
tion coopera-
tive) 
1st Prefer-
ence 69 
2nd Prefer-
ence 9 
3rd Prefer-
ence 2 
4th Prefer-
ence 3 
Average Rank-
ing 1 . 26 
Statistical 
Anal;y::sis: A vs c 
A vs B 
A vs D 
c vs B 
c vs D 
B vs D 
C B D 
(Low Mot i va- (High Mot1va- (Low Motiva-
tion coo:pera- tion competi- tion out of 
·tive) . · tive) field) 
6 3 6 
33 25 19 
36 16 25 
25 24 
2. 55 2. 91 2. 91 
t: 11 . 4 p . 001 
t: 12 . 3 p . 001 
t: 12. 9 p . 001 
t: 2. 57 p . 02 
t: 2. 59 p . 02 
t : 0 
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TABLE V (continued) 
DIFFERENCES I N SOCIOMETRIC JUDGEMENTS OF NOTE "·SENDERS" (BY 
ALL SUBJECTS REGARDLESS OF EXPERIMENTAL I NSTRUCTIONS) 
c. Rankings of Friendliness 
"Sender" A D c B 
(High Motiva- (Low Motiva- (Low Motiva- (High Mot i va-
tion coo)era.- tion out of tion coo)era- tion com)eti-
tive field) tive tive 
Ranked Firat 45 28 ·6 5 
/ 
Ranked Second . 20 lS 36 10 
Ranked Third 13 24 36 10 
Ranked Fourth 4 11 g 56 
Average Rank : 1 . 71 2. 22 2. 53 3 . 44 
Statistical 
Ana;bv sis : 
A VB D t : 3 . 31 p . 01 
A VB c t: 6 . 30 p . 001 
A vs B t :l2 . 01 p . 001 
D vs c t : 2 . 17 p . 05 
D vs B t: 8 . 13 p . 001 
C V B B t : 6 . 70 p . 001 
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TABLE VI 
DIFFERENCES IN SOCIOMETRIC JUDGlHENTS OF NOTE 11 SENDER 11 AND 
SELF BY RECIPIENTS OF DIFFERENT INSTRUCTIONS 
A. Rankings of Self as Cont ributing 
Compari son Group I Mean Group I I Mean 11 t 11 P 
Group I Grouo II 
H. Coop vs . Comp 
H. Coop vs .H. Comp 
H. Coop v s.All 
2. 05 
2.05 
2. 05 
2.53 
2. 55 
2. 52 
1 . 98 
2.00 
1 . 73 
. 10 
.10 
. 10 
All these comparisons find low ~otivation cooperatives rank-
ing themselves higher than competitives 
B. Preferences towards High Comp for Future Meeting 
( 11 Sender11 B) 
H. Comp vs. Low Comp 2. 59 3-29 2.09 . 05* 
H. Comp vs. H. Coop 2. 59 2. 31 2.16 .05 
L.Coop vs .H. Coop 2. 63 3.21 1 .99 . 10 
All Others vs. L. Comp 2.82 3-29 1 . 69 . 10 
L. Coop vs. L. Comp 2. 63 3 . 29 1 . 9~ . 10 H. Comp vs.All Others 2. 59 3.02 1.6 . 20 
*Group on left side of table is more friendly to 11 high comp " . 
C. Preferences towards Low Comp for Future Meeting 
( 11 Sender 11 D) 
L.Comp vs . All Others 2. 53 3.26 2 . ~8 
2.45 L. Comp vs . H. Comp 2. 53 . 3. 39 
L. Comp vs.L . Coop 2. 53 3-39 2.82 
L. Comp vs. H. Coop 2.53 3-05 1.66 
. 01* 
. 02 ' 
. 01 
• 20 
*Group on left side of t able is more favorable toward 11 lo comp 11 . 
= 
·D . Friendl iness Ranking of High Coop ("Sender"B) 
Cornp VB Coop 1.44 1.95 2 . 67 .02* 
*Comps we re more f avor able towards 11 hi gh coop 11 • 
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ranked second , followed by the high and low motivation 
competitive 11 senders 11 (perceived as source of set B and 
set D no tes respectively) in that order . 
Although hi gh and low motivation. cooper at ive individ-
uals are ranked differently to a significant extent and 
the same holds true for high nd low motivation competitive 
11 senders 11 (perceived as sources of set Band D notes), 
cooperative individuals are r anked as contributing more than 
competitive . The difference in rankinga of competitive 
and cooperative ind ividuals is significant at the . 001 level 
of confidence. 
No significa nt difference8 were found for this item 
when the judgments ~ coonera tive and competitives are com-
pared with ea ch other (Table VI}. I n other 'ords, regardless 
of the experimental instructions received, suQj§~ts resnonded 
similarly in th~~udgments of the notes when ranking the 
contribution of the usen<!_ers" to the group's meeting . 
Table VI contains results showing differences in 
response to sociometric items by recipients of different 
experimental instructions . Certain trends ere noticed in 
how the recipients of different instructions ranked themselves 
as contributing to the group ' s meeting (Table VI, Section A) . 
These resul ts are in the direction of coopera tives tending 
to rank themselves higher than compe t itives . 
Substantiation of the se results is indicated by further 
responses to question six of the agree-disagree items: 11 ! 
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contributed a good deal to the group ' s work." A more de-
tailed ana lysis sho ed the following: (cooperatives tending 
to agree more often) 
Cooperative 
High coop . 
High coop. 
vs Competitive 
vs competitive 
vs All others 
"t" 1.08, p: . 30 
11 t 11 2. 98 P: . 01 
11 t 11 2 . 67 P: . 01 
These results are in the same direction as those for the 
sociometric item. 
Individuals seen as the source of cooperative motes 
were preferred for future meetings regardless of the ex-
perimental instructions received by the subjects . The 
order of preferences were (Table ·V) : high cooperative 
(mean: 1.26), low cooperative (mean, 2.55), and high and 
low competitives (both means 2. 91) . 
Regardless of the instructions received, there were 
no differences in rankings of the cooperative 11 senders". 
However, competitive individuals seen as the source of non-
cooperative tyne notes (Sets B and D) were ranked differ-
ently by the recipients of different instructions as far 
as preferences for future meetings are concerned ('Fable VI) . 
"Individuals perceived as friendly" find t he high 
coonerative 11 sen<ier 11 perceived most friendly , the low com-
petitive next , followed by the low coonerative and the high 
competitive . The means were as follows: high cooperative , 
1.71; low competitive, 2. 22; low cooperative, 2.53; and 
high competitive, 3. 44 . When the judgments of cooperative 
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11 senders 11 are compared to competitives as a whole, it is 
found tha t cooperatives are ranked friendlier than com-
petitives ; 11 t 11 in this case was 2 . 09, P: .05. 
The friendliness judgments found no significant 
differences in rankings of individuals by recipients of 
different i nstructions, except for the rankings of the 
high cooperative "sender". Here competitivee significantly 
rank the high cooperative "sender" friendlier than coopera-
tives judge her to be (t: 2.67, P : .02, Table VI, Section 
D) . 
III . ANALYSIS OF CO~~WNICATIONS AND SCALE RESULTS 
The communications sent by the subjects were analyzed 
~ ith the code presented in Appendix C. Originally, the 
writer at t empted to treat the communications data by tab-
ulating the total number of times a given behavior cate-
gory (e . g., attempts influence) ap9eared for all cooperative 
and all competitive subj ects. This procedure violates the 
assumptions of independence and mutual exclusiveness upon 
which the chi-square teet is based . 1 
1 The ~riter would like to thank Dr . John Thiba.ut for dis-
cussing this common error with him. This problem has been 
explicitly described by Joan Kalhorn, "Values and sources 
of authority among rural children," Univ. Iowa Stud . Child 
Welf., 1944, 20, p. 148. Another valuable source of informa-
t;ion was LeonFestinger, "Assumptions underlying the use of 
statistical techniques, in M. Jahoda, M. Deutsch, and s .w. 
Cook, Research Methods in Social Relations, Dryden, 1951, 
pp. 717-722. 
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The data were treated in terms of the number of 
individuals who could be assigned to a given category . 
Handling the data t .his way made it possible to apply 
the chi-square test to the analysis of these data . The 
statistical treatment of results for each category used 
is presented in Table VII . 
Cooperative individuals were significantly more 
likely to show cohesive behavior , attempt social influ-
ence, exert pressures towards uniformity and communicate 
relevant content (Table VI I) . Of the individuals housed 
a non-directive more than a directive manner of influence, 
recipients of cooperative instructions were significantly 
more numerous . These categories were analyzed in terms 
of the number of individuals who do and do not show the 
behavior classified by the particular category. 
Several of the communica tion categories were analyzed 
in terms of the frequency of coopera tive and competitive 
11 senders 11 who receive above or below a certain number of 
messages . For example, twenty-six cooperative 11 senders 11 
received more than six communications, while ten received 
six or l ess . Among competitive 11 senders 11 , five received 
more than six notes, while thirty-one received six or 
less . This difference is significant at the . 001 level 
of statistical confidence (Table VII). 
Cooperative individuals were likely to communicate 
more words and less likely to communicate tension • 
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TABlE VII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COMPETITIVE AND COOPERATIVE 
INDIVIDUALS AS SHOWN IN CONTENT ANALYSIS OF WRITTEN COMMUN-
CATIONS* 
Content Chi Square 
1. Indicates cohesiveness DOES DOES NOT 
COOP 2b 19 5.4-9 
COMP 14 31 
2 . Number of ords sent UNDER 150 150 OR MORE 
COOP 
COMP 
3 · Communicates tension COOP 
CO~'IP 
4. Attempts influence 
COOP 
COMP 
5 . Uses non-directive more 
than directive manner 
COOP 
COMP 
6 . Send Pressures to uni-
formity 
COOP 
COMP 
7. Sends relevant content 
(mentions specific solu-
tion to problem) 
COOP 
COMP 
8 . Induction towards group 
goal to comp 11 sender 11 -
COOP 
COMP 
18 27 . 
27 18 2 . 84-
DOES DOES NOT 
10 35 
18 26 2 . 73 
DOES DOES NOT 
26 19 
13 32 6.56 
DOES DOES NOT 
1"6" 9 
5 g 4.76 
DOES DOES NOT 
19 26 
6 39 7 .98 
LESS THAN 3 
24 
3 OR MORE 
21 
34-
DOES DOES NOT 
29 16 
19 26 
11 3 . 90 
9. Average number of induc-
tions tovmrda group goal 4- OR LESS 5 OR !viORE 
COOP 22 23 
co~~ 22 23 
p 
. 02 
. 10 
. 10 
.02 
. 05 
. 01 
.05 
. 10 
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TABLE VII (continued) 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COMPETITIVE AND COOPERATIVE INDIVIDUALS 
AS SHOWN IN CONTENT ANALYSIS OF WRITTEN COllilL'vlUNICATIONS* 
Content Chi Square P 
10. Inductions to group goal to 
cooperative 11 sender 11 
COOP 
DOES DOES NOT 
'LiT 3 
COMP 29 6 
11. Sends induction away from group 
goal to competitive 11 sender11 
24 
12. 
13. 
COOP 21 
CO:&i1P 29 16 
Takes individual role 
COOP 18 27 
COMP 23 21 
11 Receives 11 individual role ONLY TO 
Observed frequency 
Expected frequency 
COOP 11 SENDER 11 
2 
15 
14. Communications received . 6 or less over 
COOP 11 S~~NDER 11 10 26 
COMP 11 SENDER11 31 5 
2. 20 . 20 
.S7 
ONLY TO 
COM.'! "SENDER II 
29 
15 24.30 . 001 
6 
23 . 57 .001 
15 . Receives expression of 
tension 0 - 1 
33 
22 
2 and rnOl"e 
COOP 11 SENDER 11 
COMP 11 SENDER 11 
16. Receives expression of 
antagonism 
COOP 11 SENDER 11 
CQMP 11 SbNDER 11 
17. Receives opinion 
COOP 11 SENDER11 
CQ1'"J.P 11 SENDER 11 
18. Receive£ information 
COOP · 11 SENDER 11 
COMP 11 SENDER 11 
Less 
Less 
1~ 7.56 . 01 
l 
DOES DOES NOT. 
~ 31 
14 22 
than 10 10 or more 
6 30 
28 s 24 . 21 , oo1 
than 4 4 or more 
15 21 
30 6 11.62 . 001 
*All chi-squares contain Yates ' correction for continuity 
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Cooperative 11 sBndere" were significantly more likely to 
receive instrumental communica tions ( opinion and informa-
tion ), while competitive "senders" were significantly more 
likely to receive consuma tory communica tions (tension and 
a.ntagon i sm). 
The difference between cooperative and competitive 
individuals in taking individual notes can be attributed 
to chance factors . However, competitive 11 senders 11 were 
very much more l ikely to receive messages containing in-
dividual notes (P: .001, Table VII). 
Competitive indiv.iduals were somewhat more likely 
to send messages away from the group goal to 11 senders 11 
who were competitive (Band D), while cooperatives were 
likely to send messages in the direc-tion of the group 
goal to these "senders" (Table VII). However, the findings 
were not significant statistically . Also, there were no 
anureciable differences in the average number of messages 
towards the group goal per individual, nor in the direction 
\ 
of messages to a6operative 11 senders 11 by recipients of 
different instructions . 
Changes in the responses of subjects on the love-
punishment scale are repreeentedin Table VIII. While 
cooperative subjects signfficantl:v changed in the direction 
exerted in t he pressures towards uniformity by set A notes , 
no such aifferences were found for the recipients of 
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TABLE VIII 
CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO LOVE- PUNISBlmNT SCALE SHOVITNG 
ACCEPTANCE OF PRESSURES TOWARD UNIFORMITY 
GROUP 
Competit1ves 
Cooperatives 
A. Change from first to second response 
Diff Means 
. 103 
. 27S 
. 791 
2 .07 
not Big . 
.05 
B. Change from second to third resnonse 
GROUP 
Cornpetitives 
Cooperatives 
Diff Means 
. 026 
. 361 
p 
-
not sig . 
. 01 
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competitive instructions . The formula for the "signifi-
cance of a differe nce in the means of related measures" 
( 30 ) vas used to test changes in scale preference over 
t hree response periods . 
In this chapter, the results of t he experiment ere 
presented and their statistical analysis indicated . It 
is follo wed by an interpretation and dis cussion of the 
results in the context of the present and related investi-
gations. Then, a summary of the dissertation is presented . 
CHAPTER VI 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
The results of this experiment will be discussed 
in four sections : (I) The Experimental Instructions , 
(II) Cooperation as a determinant of cohesiveness, (III) 
Cooperation as a determinant of instrumental communication, 
and (IV) Additional hypotheses suggested by the experimen-
tal results . 
I. THE EXPERIMENTAL I NSTRUCTIONS 
The success of the experiment as a hole as con-
tingent upon the efficacy of the exoerimental instructions. 
A measure of the impressions given by the instructions 
was available in responses to the last questionnaire item 
(Tables I, II, and III) . 
Responses to that item suggest that the attempt to 
produce motivational differences with the.experimental 
instructions was not successful ( Table II) . This may be 
attributed to several factors . Subjects in the School of 
Practical Arts and Letters received instructions stating 
that skill in solving human relation type problems is re-
l ated to success in graduate school -- a goal probably 
quite remote from their own aspirations . Obviously , this 
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aspect of the instructions did not provide an adequate 
reference group for the subjects . 
It may be noted that most of the subjects renorted 
that the problem was "important " for thern(Table II). The 
stimulation of the group t ask probably obviated whatever 
power to create motivational differences the instructions 
had . A rather tedious puzzle might have been a better 
task for the subjec ts. 
The same item attempted to assess the efficacy of 
both the motivation and competition-cooperation variables 
and.· may not have been an adequate test fot the former. 
"Importance of the problem11 probably was a poor coordinate 
for the motivation because of its ambiguity . Certainly:, 
an i tern with more of emphasis on behavioral reactions to 
the instructions might have been a better measure . 
The results in Tables I and III support the point 
of view that the cooperative and competitive instructions 
had consequences for individual perceptions in the expected 
direction . Of the forty-five individuals receiving coopera-
tive instructions , thirty-seven reported the feeling that 
they would be rated as a group . Of forty-four subjects 
receiving competitive instructions , thirty-four reported 
the feeling that they would be rated as individuals (one 
subject did not answer the item in a scorable manner) . Such 
nifferences could be expected to occur less than one time 
in a thousand on statistical grounds . 
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More evidence for successful creation of cooperation 
and competition comes from results to item eight of the 
post-session questionnaire reported in Table IV . The 
wording of this item stimulates the conceptual definition 
of membership motive, which is derived from the conceptua-
lization of cooperation . Statistically significant diff-
erences in response to that item ( "My success in the group 
vas pretty dependent on the other members also succeeding") 
indicate that the instructions were effective as far as 
cooperation and competition are concerned. 
Also , the results to the items : "I felt it as 
necessary to agree with the other members about a common 
solution . to the problem" and 11 ! felt it was more necessary 
to compete with than cooperate with the other members" , 
although not significant statistically , are in the pre-
dicted directions (Table IV) . These findings substantiate 
similar results of Deutsch reported in Chapter II . 
The causal oerceptions for experiences of success 
J,; - - ·-
and failure in the group meeting reflected the experimen-
tally created social situation . Cooperative subjects 
tended to agree with the item 11 If I db not get a rating 
of one, it will be due mainly to the other people in the 
group 11 significantly more so than did recipients of com-
netitive instructions . liif I get a rating of one, it will 
be due mainly to my own efforts 11 was agreed to by competitive 
subjects significantly more often than· by cooperative 
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subjects (Table IV) . The differences in response to these 
items are significant at a high level of statistical confi-
dence . The lower yet significant P value for the former 
item may be related to the general cultural stress on the 
"self" as responsible, with which the item conflicted, 
a nd to resistance against blaming others for fai lure . 
Other results in Table IV provide a replication of 
some of Deutsch ' s motivation hypotheses . Using observer ' s 
ratings of involvement and interest , Deutsch ( 10 ) found 
that the total strength of the forces (interest , involve-
ment) on cooperative individuals is not significantly 
different from that operating on competitive individuals . 
The results te items nine and ten ( 11 The goals of the group 
were very important for me 11 and "I was very involved in 
the group ' s problem") of the questionnaire (Table IV) 
supoort hi s findings . His prediction of more achievement 
pressure on cooperative individuals i s given some support 
by the finding here ·that cooperative individuals were 
significantly more likely to feel their reputations were 
at stake (Table IV) . Additional evidence comes from the 
self ratings of contributions to the grouo 1 s meeting 
{Table VI), ~~ere there v..rae a trend for coopera tives to 
rank themselves somewhat more favorably than did the com-
peti tives . 
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II . COOPERATION AS A DETERMINANT OF COHESIVENESS 
It was predicted that more cohesivenss would be 
shovm by cooperative than by competitive individuals . 
This as expected on the basis that coopera tive individ-
uals have their goal mediated by the group, while this is 
not the case for competitives . The results of this ex-
periment support tha t ·prediction (Table VII) . A content 
analysis of communications found cooperative individuals 
showing cohesive behavior (speaking of the group as a 
whole, using words group , we , us , etc . ) significantly 
more so than did competitive . This fi nding supports the 
assumption of cooperation as a determinant of cohe siveness . 
The measure of cohesiveness used here is the same 
as that developed by Polansky , Li ppi tt , and Redl ( 36 ) . 
Schachter ( 37 ) independently measured cohesiveness 
'ith questionnaire items . Here , the quest i onna ire items 
"I would like to attend another meeti ng such as today ' s" 
and "I thoroughly en joyed ·today 1 s meet i ng " found general 
agreement between both cooperatives andcompetitives with-
out any statistically significant d i fferenc e s . Other fac-
tors such as enjoyment of the group task per se and the 
novelty of the experimental situation for the subjects 
might have produced these results . However, the content 
analysis of messages sent showed significantly more co-
hesive behavior and concern for the group as a mediator 
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of individual goals among cooperatives than among com-
petitives . This does not deny the existence of any 
forces to remain in the group among competitives . 
From the conceptual definition of cohesiveness , a 
prediction was made that cooperatives would more fre-
quently attempt social influence . This received substan-
tial support from the results of the experiment . ?ne 
number of cooperative individuals who attempted to in-
fluence others was significantly greater than the number 
of competitive individuals at the .02 level of statistical 
confidence (Table VII). This concurs with Back ' s finding 
of cohesiveness as a. source of influence ( 2 ) . 
Result s in Table VII substantiate the hypothesis 
that cooperatives would send more pressures toward uni-
formity than competitives at the .01 level of confidence . 
Festinger ( 11 ) hypothesizes that high cohesiveness is 
a source of increased pressure toward uniformity for in-
dividuals in a group . Since cooperatives were to be rated 
as a group, they were subjected to greater pressures towards 
uniformity than were competitives . 
Festinger states that "pressures toward uniformity 
will be greater, the more dependent the various members 
are on the group in order · to rea ch their goals ." This 
co~dition was nonexistent for the competitives and expli-
citly defined for cooperative individuals . If an individ-
ual reaches his goal only when others do not (competitive), 
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agreeing with others would deprive him of success. 
Responses to the love- punishment scale (Table VIII) 
supoort the hypothesis that cooperative individuals are 
more likely to accept pressures toward uniformitythan 
competitive . Festinger and Thibaut ( 15 ) also report 
greater opinion ·changes when the pressure toward uniform-
ity is increased . Festinger has formulated the follo ing 
hypothesis with which the results here concur ( 11 ): 
"The amount of change in opinion resulting from 
receiving a communication will increase as the 
pressure towards uniformity in the group increases 
for the recipient." 
Deutsch ( 10 ) also reports that "Indiv coop were 
affected by the ideas of' others signifj_cantly more than 
were Indiv comp ." 
As predicted , communicatiomcontaining relevant in-
formation were more frequently sent by recipients of coop-
erative instructions . . Explicit mentions of specific so-
lutions to the problem were considered relevant communica-
tions (Table VII). The relationship was found to be 
statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence . 
When an issue is relevant for group locomotion, 
· there will be more pressures on members to communicate 
with one another about it ( 11, 37 ) . Here , mentions ot 
specific solutions to the problem probably were one of the 
most relevant topics possible . This result is substantiated 
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by Schachter ( 37 ) who reports that pressures to commun-
icate are strongest under conditions of relevance to the 
group as indicated by length of communications and number 
of pauses' in his research groups . 
III. COOPERATION AS A DETERMINANT OF INSTRUMENTAL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Since communica tion was considered instrumental for 
cooperative sub jects in reaching their goal, but not so 
for competitive individuals , it v1as predicted th t coor;er-
atives would send more communications . 
The results of this experiment show that cooperative 
subjects communicated more words per individual than did 
competitive . However, the difference (Table VII) is not 
statistically significant (P : . 10) . 
The failure to establish definitely t he hypothesis 
possibly can be explained in part at least by the nature 
of the eocperimental design . Since competitives as well 
as cooperatives were given the alternatives of sending 
messages or thinking alone the entire hour and since a 
norm of communicating by message was introduced with the 
standard stimulus messages, there ere forces on the com-
'Oetitives to communicate . They kne' that other ~.ndividuals 
possibly were v.rr i ting during the first 11 note - wri ting 11 period 
and received messages supposedly from the other group members . 
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There is reason to assume that competitive subjects might 
have felt obliged to write notes although communication 
was not instrumental for them iri reaching their g~L 
It may· be noted that comp_etitive individuals produced 
more notes of a consuma tory type than did cooperatives 
(Table VII, communicating tension) . Although not statis-
tically significant , the results are in that direction 
(P: .10) . When considered in the context of the experimen-
tal procedures , these results suggest that cooperatives 
were more likely to communicate , but less likely to send 
consumatory expressions . 
There are marked differences between cooperative and 
competitive subjects (due to t he standard stimulus messages) 
when they are viewed as recipients of communications . 
Cooperative individuals (perceived sources of set A and 
set c : notes) were much more likely to receive communications 
than were competitive individuals (perceived sources of 
set Band set D notes) . The results reported here sub-
stantiate the hypothesis at the . 001 level of confidence 
(Table VII) . 
A selective factor seemed to operate tha t channelled 
certain communications to specific "recipients" . Individ-
uals who 11 sent 11 opinions and irformation received such 
co·mmunicat ions from their recipients . The same held true 
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for communications ~f tension and antagonism. As Festinger, 
Schachte r and Back report ( 13 ) , "communication occurs 
towards those seen as be i ng most affected by the informa-
tion11 . Cooperative 11 individuals 11 i nvited communications 
in the messages they sent, while the competitive standard 
stimulus notes that were f r om B expl i citly restr ained 
communications of any type and t hose of D invited answers 
not relevant or hostile to the problem at hand . 
Cooperative 11 indivi duals 11 were more likely to receive 
instrumental communications (opinion and information) than 
were competitives . These results are hi ghly significant 
statistically . They were significantly less likely to 
receive consuma tory communications ( tension and antagonism) 
than were competitives ( Table VI I) . This may be explained 
in terms of the tendency .for instrumental communications 
to be channelled towards cooperative recipients (probably 
a function of the phenomenon quoted above from Festinger , 
Schachter, and Back) and for promotive notes to induce 
restraining forces against non~instrumental answers . 
These results also might be interpreted as showing 
indifference of the subjects for succeeding in the problem 
at hand . Re gardless . of the instructions received , inc.iivid-
uals sent opinion and information to those ho 11 sent 11 them 
such communication and reciprocated to the "senders" of 
tension and antagonism . Also , it .may be interpreted as 
showing a tendency for subjects to conform to what they 
think others expect of them in experimental settings. 
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Of the twenty-one individuals who used non-directive 
type social influence, sixteen were recipients of cooper-
ative instructions. This difference is significant a t the 
.05 level of confidence (Table VII) . Striving for a goal 
that is mediated by their group makes social communication 
in strument al for cooperative goal achievement. Cooperative 
individuals, rated as~ a group and having a commona lity of 
fate, are more likely to influence one another than are 
competitives. This basic situation makes it less necessary 
for c0operatives to exert considerable effort in attempting 
social influence . They need not expect too much resietance, 
all other things being equal . 
For competitives, the situa tion is quite different. 
Their goal achievement occurs through individual effort 
and is facilitated by the failure of others . Social in-
fluence is not theoretically necessary for them . Compe-
titivee c an more readily resist inductions and stronger 
influence attempts proba~ly would be necessary. Hence, 
the difference report~d concerning non-directive influence 
could be theoretica lly expected. 
However, the fact that some competitives gave infor-
mation, attempted influence, and exerted pressures toward 
uniformity raises additional questions of interest to this 
research. This suggests that the behavior of some competitive 
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individuals did not correspond in many ways to that which 
one would expect from the conceptual definitions of con-
strient interdependence . Possibly, the experimental in-
s tructions and situation do not produce the variable with 
sufficient strength. Also, the receipt of cooperative 
messages could have weakened the or~entation of some com-
petitive Rubject s . Perhaps there are internalized cultural 
norms that prevent many subjects from adopting purely com-
petitive behavior (e . g . , ·not communicating a t all , sending 
messages tha t would deliberately confound or obstruct 
recipients) . 
It was predicted that cooperative individuals would 
be ·more likely to induce forces towards the group goal 
(sender usually takeA group task or building role, is 
problem oriented and either helps 11 solve 11 it by giving 
information or opinion , or attempts to increase motivation 
of recipient to participate in solution} to competitive 
recipients ( 11 senders" Band D) than would competitive in-
dividuals . Although not statistically significant, the 
results were in support of the hypothesis (Table VII). 
Theoretically, communicating forces towards the group goal 
to competit ive recinients is instrumental for cooperative 
goal achievement, but not necessary for competitive goal 
achievment . 
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There were no significant differences between c0oper-
ative end competitive individuals in the direction of in-
~uctions sent cooperative reci pients (perceived "sender" 
of set A and set C stimulus messages) . Nor were there 
any s ignificant differences in the number of inductions 
per individual towards the group goal (Table VII). One 
possible explanation i s that receiving a cooperative note 
induces a restraining force on competitive individuals, 
l essening the likelihood of their responding with i nductions 
a \'!ay from the group goal to cooperative senders. For 
cooperatives , however, receiving an induction away from 
the group goal does not induce an effective restraining 
force on responding ith pressures to fards the group goal 
because of s trong driving forces in thEt direction . 
It was predicted that ·competitive individuals are 
more likely to induce forces away from the grouP goal 
than are cooperative individuals . Such commun~tions, 
theoretically , are functional for compe t itives, whos e 
success i s defined as the failure of the other group mem-
bers . On the other hand, for a cooperative to send i nduc-
tions away from the group goal would be lessening his own 
cha nces of succeeding , since he receives the rating of his 
group . The hypothesis does not have conclusive support 
from the experimental results, but there is a definite 
trend in that direction (P: .10, Table VII) . 
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Findings of Deutsch ( 9 ) that cooperatives are 
more likely to take group functions and less likely to 
take individual functions than are competitives were not 
substantiated here (Table VII ). No differences ere found 
here between cooperative and competitive individuals in 
the taking of group and individual membership roles. 
One possible explanation is that the hypotheses in 
this research neglected the situation in which they 
were tested. Deutsch studied groups in face to face in-
tera ction. Here, the subjects did not really interact, 
and all communications were via written messages. 
It may be that note-writing interaction is less like-
ly to produce individual role taking. If further research 
subs tantiates this finding, an importance difference will 
be found to exist betVIeen ordinary small groups and those 
situations in which communications a re restricted to 
written messages . Festinger ( 11 ) suggests that defensive 
reactions are more commonly aroused in face to face groups. 
When the notes containing individual roles ~ere fur-
ther examined and a comparison made between the number of 
persons who take 11 individua1 11 roles anly to competitive 
11 senders 11 and t hose who do so only to cooperative 11 senders 11 , 
a statistically significant difference was found . Twenty-
nine persons took individual ro les towards just competitives 
("senders" Band D), while only one person took an individual 
role towards a cooperative "sender". The same selective 
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factor mentioned in explanation of differences in the 
receipt of consumatory and instrumental communications 
possibly was in operation here . 
IV. ADDITIONAL HYPOTHESES SUGGESTED BY Tfm 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The particular design used in t his experiment ( group 
members receiving different instructions and identical 
messages) led to some una nticipated consequence s and 
sources of hypotheses for further investigation . These 
are found in responses to the sociometric items and ques-
tionnA-ire. 
A. Forming Imoressions of the Persona lity 
I n discussing the interpersonal rela tions tha t 
develop in cooperative and competitive groups, Deutsch 
( 9 ) s t ates tha t we "should also expect t he perceived 
source of t hese (ca t hec ted) activities to acquire , to sowe 
extent, a cathexis similar to that held l i th respect to 
actions ." Experimenta lly, he was able to demonstrate sig-
nificantly more friendliness (as 1nQ1cated by observers ' 
ratings) within coopera tive groups . His results supuort 
t h e vie w tha t the valence of a n individual is, to some 
extent , determined by the valence of his acts . 
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Horo itz, Lyons and Perlmutter ( 18 ) tested some 
formulations concerning the relation of a person ' valence 
to the valence of his acts . I n general, they find tha t 
"value , cleverness, or worth themselves are largely a 
function of who makes the statements and to whom they are 
made . 11 Their subjects knew one another beforehand. Their 
results may be limited to those who have already formed 
impressions . 
Unexpectedly, the present experiment provided an 
excellent design for studying how individuals form im-
pressions of one another in interpersonal relations . The 
groups studied here were experimentally created , with sub-
jects having no previous chance to know one another. 
Since the subjects in the present study did not know 
one a nother and received standard stimulus messages which 
may be considered to have different valences, valence was 
attributed to the perceived source of notes in terms of 
sociometric judgments (Tables V and VI). We may sta te 
the following hypothesis as an explanation for the socio-
metric results: When individuals do not know one another, 
the valence of t helr acts determines the valence attributed 
to them as persons . 
These results suggest two additional h~rp·othese for 
future study: 
{a) Cooperative individuals will be sociometrically 
ac cepted more frequently than competitive individuals 
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when both are judged by the same rater. 
(b) Competitive individuals will be sociometrically 
rejected more frequently than cooperative individuals 
when both are judged by the same rater . 
Individuals seen as the source of cooperative notes 
were ranked significantly grea ter in their contributions 
to their group* ' meetings , friendlines A, and ere more 
often oreferred for future meetings {Table V) . The fact 
that competitive 11 sender 11 D was perceived as more friendly 
than cooperative 11 sender" C probably as a function of 
the st ndard communica tions ' content . When grouped together 
for statistical considerations, the cooperatives are 
still sociometrically judged as significantly more friend-
ly than the competit i ve "senders " ( Table V) . The general 
rejection of competitives may be a function of their 
deviance {i . e ., the deviance of the stimulus messages) from 
the expectations of the subjects . { 37 ) 
Other sociometric results {Table VI) suggest another 
hypothesis concerning the formation of impressions in in-
terpersonal relations . The perceived valence of a s ource 
of acts may, um.er certain circumstances, be a function 
of the expectations of the Judger . 
On the sociometric items , some significant differences 
in juQgments v.ere made by the recipients of different in-
structions . Recipients of high and lo competitive instruc-
tions responded more favorably to the :perceived source of 
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notes corresponding in content to their own instructions 
in making preferences for future meetings (Table VI). 
Cooperatives tended to rank the perceived source of 
notes with the high cooperative theme as significantly 
less friendly than competitives rank her to be . This 
uos s ibly may be explained by the fact that the set A 
notes ' helpfulness and friendliness probably exceeded the 
expectations of competitive subjects but not cooperative . 
B. Conf' __ icts 1n Expectations 
Since the planted noteR were heterogeneous, they 
were bound to conflict in one way or another with the 
expectations of the recipients as structured by the exper-
imental instructions . Some unanticipated questionnair e 
results suggest that the frame of reference of an individual 
will determi ne his expectations of others. From this, t o 
additional hypotheses rna~r be subsumed : {1) In6.ividuals 
who uerceive themselves as cooperative will tend to expect 
cooperative behavior from one another , and (2) individuals 
ho perceive themselves as competitive will tend to expect 
competitive behavior from one a nother. 
Competitive subjects tended to accept the item "Our 
group 1as pretty successful (Table IV) significantly more 
often tha t did cooperatiVe individuals . This result my 
be related to a difference in th~ frame of reference and 
expecta tions held bv cooperative and competitive subjects . 
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Competitivee could legitimately expect no help from other 
people in the group . Yet they received some . Onthe 
other hand , cooperative subjects could expect, on the basis 
of the instructions they received, coopera tive behavior 
from all the other group members . This they did not 
receive . Competitive expectations probably ~ere exceeded 
by their receiving help from cooperative individuals , hile 
the expectations of those receiving coopera tive instructions 
v.1ere not met during the group meetings . 
Although not statistically significant , there was a 
tendency for cooper a tives to agree more often than com-
petitives (Table IV) that "I tended to experience conflict 
in today 1 e meeting " and 11 The needs of ot her members con-
flicted wi th my own 11 • Also , cooperative i ndividuals 
were lese likely to agree tha t "Giving information to the 
other members benefited me 11 • These findings suggest the 
same interpretation . 
All the findings reported in this chep ter will be 
carefully su~~arized in Chapter VI I . Also , their research 
implications will be discussed there . 
CHAPTER VII 
SU1ThffiRY AND RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
From previous research on cooperation and competition 
and studies of small groups, an attempt was made to for-
mula te hy9otheses that ould integrate theoretical approaQhes 
to both areas of investigation. The main problem selected 
for study as to determine the consequences of cooperation 
and competition on small group cohesiveness, social in-
f l uence, and communication . 
The first chapter stated the problem and its general 
se tting, and described the organiza tion of the disserta-
tion. Relevant theoretical liter~ture on cohesiveness, 
communication, coopera tion and competition and a presen-
t a tion of empirical findings related to the theoretical 
litera ture and the present problem were presented in 
Chapter II. 
An attempt was made to integrate the relevant liter-
ature in the formulation of hypotheses in Chapter III. 
The concentualiza'tions in the present research rested on 
t wo basic assumptions, which were discussed : 
1 . Cooperation may be considered a determinant 
of group cohesiveness. 
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2 . Cooperation may be considered a determinant 
of instrumental communica tions . 
The hypotheses were as follows: 
A. Assumpt ion of Cohe s iveness 
Predict ions were made tha t there would be more co-
hesive behav ior, a ttempts at influence, exertio'n and 
acceptan ce of pressures toward uniformity a~d communications 
of relevance among cooperative than competitive individuals . 
B. Assumption of Instrumental Communication 
Hypotheses were developed stating tha t coopera tive 
Rubject s wo uld send and receive more communications, in-
strumental communications and fewer consuma tory communica-
tions than wou.ld ~ompetitive subjects . Also , it was pre-
dicted that they ould exert more influence in the direction 
of the group goal and more likely t ake group functions. 
Chapter IV presented the experimental procedures and 
a chronological summary of t hem . The experi mental results 
ere presented in the folloving chapter, hich contained 
resnf'lnses to a pos t-session questionnaire, changes in scale 
responses over time, and an analysis of communications 
sent by the subjects . 
I n Chapter VI resuJ. ts of the experiment were inter-
preted and permit the following conclusions: 
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1. Cooperation may be considered a determinant 
of group cohesiveness . Cooperative subjects showed sig-
nificantly more cohesive behavior, attempts at influence, 
exertion and acceptance of pressures toward uniformity 
a nd communications of relevance . 
2 . Cooperation may be considered a determinant of 
instrumental communications . Cooperative subjects (attri-
buted senders of cooperative messages) received signifi-
cantly more communications, more instrumental communica-
tions (opinion and information) and fewer consumatory 
communications (tension and an tagonism). Also, they ten-
ded to send more communications and fewer consumatory 
ones (showing tension) , but these findings were not quite 
significant statistically . There were no significant 
differences in frequency of communicating opinion or 
informa tion per individual . Evidence for more instrumental 
communications by cooperative subjects is found in the 
greater frequency of social influence attemuts and exer-
tions of pressures toward uniformity . A significantly 
greater frequency of non-directive influence by coopera-
tives was explained in terms of the fact that considerable 
effort in social influence is theoretically not necessary 
for cooperatives as compared to competitive individuals . 
The results, although not significant, tended to 
support hypotheses tha t cooperative communications would 
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be in the direction of the group goal , while competitives 
'ould .tend to communicate in a direction away from it 
when communic~.ting to a contrient 11 individual 11 (attributed 
sender of competitive or "out of field " sta ndard stimulus 
messages) . Hypotheses tha t cooperatives would take more 
group and fe er individual functions than compet itives 
were not supnorted . This was explained as possibly due 
to the fe,er defensive reactions reported for note- riting 
group situations . 
The experimental results permit the follo ing ad 
hoc hypotheses : . 
A. When individuals do not kno one another , the 
valence of their acts determines the valence attributed 
to them as persons . 
1 . Cooperative individuals will be sociometrically 
accepted more frequently than competitive when 
rated by the same judge . 
2 . Competitive individuals will be sociometrically 
rejected more frequently than cooperative individ-
uals when rated by the same judge . 
B. The valence of an individual may be a function 
of the expectations of the rater . 
C. The frame of reference of an individual will 
determine his expectations of others . 
1. Individuals who perceive themselves as cooperative 
will tend to expect cooperative behavior from one 
another . 
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2. Individ,lals who perceive themselves as com-
petitive will tend to expect competitive behavior 
from one another . 
Research using standard stimulus messages as an 
experimental technique can study the formation of inter-
personal perceptions and perceptions of the personality . 
Much remains unknown concerning differences between 
face to face and note-writing groups . The present re-
search suggests that in problem solving se ttings, the 
latter may have much to offer as far as efficiency is 
concerned . 
The extent to whi ch the norm introduced by having 
all subjects receive communicat ions and have the oppor-
tunity to send them caused competitives to communicate 
possibly can be determined by subsequent study . Also , 
the extent to which cooperative messages induced restrain-
ing forces against competitive and out of field responses 
should be determined . 
Further research is needed to study the development 
of cha nnels of communication in groups. The differences 
between cooperative 11 senders 11 in the content of communica-
tions received suggests some things about 11 who gets what 11 
in the cowmunication process . It would seem valuable to 
study perceptions that senders have of possible recipients 
and determinants of the content sent specific receivers . 
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The relationship between determinants of cohesiveness 
and instrumental communication has not been studied in-
tensively . Possibly, in situations where cohesiveness 
is due to attractiveness of members or group prestige one 
may not expect as much instrumental communication as 
under conditions of task direction . 
APPENDIX A 
HUlilAN RELATIONS EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEM 
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Johnny Rocco,the s on of Italia n imrnigra nts,wa s born in a large 
midwestern industri Ql city . There were nine other Rocco children,when 
Johnny wa s born. One more chdld,-; J)'iil:·.a,cume a ft e r Johnny• 'Ibe neigb.bo rb.ood 
where the Roccos lived W3.S one of the wo rst slums in the city. It wa s k.novm 
for its high r a te of crime : ~nd juvenile delinquency. It '\i,a s a neignborhood 
of f a ctories,junk y~rds,po ol rooms,chea p liquor joints and broken houses. 
Johnny's f 'l ther viorked irregularly,but two things he did regula rly-
he dr'lnk · and gambled. In his drunken r a ges he often a ttacked the children 
and thei r mo ther. 'lhe little ones le trned to scrJJJlble across the floor,finci.--
ing shelter und er t 'lbl As or beds where his kicking f eet couldn't re c1ch tnem. 
JohnnJ's short ,da rk, exci t 3.bl 8 mother vms ::tl ways sick and com):iL J. inin g. The 
children fought o "lhey were noisy a nd destructive. '!here 'li•dS seldom enou{bh 
fo od in the house. The rent ~as never pa id a nd Nxs.Rocco lived in constan t 
t e rror uf l 'lndlords a nd evictionso 
BY the time Johnny's f a the r died f our of the olde r Rocco children h a d 
rmrri ed 1.nd moved a7.ay. Wha t r;a s l eft o f the Rocco f amily continued in its 
dis m11 course ,the children getting into one difficulty a fter a n other a nd 
11Fr s . Ro cco ,sick and confus ed,trudgirtg from school t o police sta t±on to c ourt, 
l i st ~ning t o c ompl ~ints a b out them. Of the rem~ ining children only one b oy, 
Georgi a , the oldest , a ssumed a ny r esponsibility t oi,a rd the o thers. When the 
r 0st o f t hP. children go t s o out o f h·.md tha t Nf.rs .Rocco impl ored him t o d o 
s o~ething,he b ea t them brutally. 
The only pe rs on in tha t household Johnny l ov ed was his mother."Sometimes 
she wqs wr ong'' ,Johnny S3.ys ,"but she tried t o b e goo d[ t o u.s. But she never 
f 'lv or ed me . I Vi'l s troubl e t o her. I wa s a lo.,lys on the outside. When ])9.vie 
di e d she s a id shg r. ished it v.o.s me instea d. Even b ef ore he v.as sick, Davie 
wa s p8 tt ed. He go t everything,even a bike. I didn't get anythingo I never 
went 11ny pl c. ce • If :t >7en t anypl a ce , I had t o go on my Ov•n. on Sund 1ys v.hen 
all the kids on the corner ha d money,I didn't. I'd go and cl ip it. It go t 
s o wh'" neve r I'd l a y my eyes on s omethi ng and v.an t it, I'd just clip it •'' 
J ohnny didn't want t o b e " a l v,ays trouble '' to his mc the r. He v. i::l.nte d t o 
shov; he r hov: much he l ov e d he r, but he could never quite re :1ch he r .. He 
w~nted t o m~ke her l ove and pe t him,too , a s she did David,but he didn't 
know h ow. He ha d a s e cre t v; g_y of pa ying he r tribute:'':Money I stole,I '\i, ould 
nev "' r give t o my mothe r •'' He ea rned a little ,peri odically ,selling 
ma ga zines. He gave he r that. 
Qne v;!J. y J ohnny '3 fumbling mothe r tri e d t o pa cify l andl ords V, <.J. S t o 
ke~p he r screaming,ba ttling children out of the h ouse and on the stree ts a n 
much '1S p ossibl e . And on e .1fte r (.J.llo thc r the Rocc o b!Pys bec.:illle kn ov.n t o t h e 
police. Five of Johnny's brothe rs ,sta rting in childhood ran u"" ,PI.ilico 
r '3 cords c ::;v2ring chJ. rges of disturbing the pe 3. Ce ,breakin t.. a nd ente rine.,, 
l~ rc r-;ny, pc rjury,ass ~ult !J.nd ba tte ry, and malici ous injury, 
''I v::1 s in th"' police st'ltion,too . Plenty! "J'-~hnny s ays. "Saturda ys,tney 
h!J.d Kids' d '1y. We 'd b e in this l ong corridor. 'i[here'd be all little kids 
sittin~ d0~n. They'd bring us in an' . those j e rks,the cops,tney'd b e sitting 
thP. re ani this c op he r e ,he v.a s al ,-.c.ys insulting mo . 'You littl e b ..ista rd.rt 
h0 •d t ell mtJ , and h e 'd b elt mo. I was just t o him ••• '' 
H11 W3.s a tri a l t o his t t:Ja ChiJ rs "'Ihey compL1ined tha t he ..,-.d. s "ne rvous, 
sul1 on, obstin .:: t :: ,cruol,d.i3..:..bcdiGnt,disruptive.,'' ''Te·J. chers ca n sta nd him f or 
only on e d 3.y 'l t a time ,'' one s 8. id. "He blks t o hims elf. He fights.When in 
Miss Cla rk's r oom,h8 'l tt r-;mpt ed t o kick her. Ho isn't go ing t o be promoted. 
He knows this ~md r '3 fus RS t o study .. '' 
Johnny,fG8ling hi:::s ::;l f n" itu(;r l vV<;u, .. unt"d•ncr respected,v,a s f o r ever 
in compe titi on with mo r e f :>vored children,. He v.a s .J.l'lm.ys on the l uokout 
f or dispa r 3. gement of hims elf. Abovo everything--it wad .ais"b,;.st v. ish"-he 
v.1.nte d t :::J be promo t ed. He ras obsess ed with the fe a r that he v;oul..i b.., .I:JL•c -~ a 
in th.:; ''dummy'' cl J.ss,thus proving t o hims -3lf ::md tc th::: o tnor childron,tudt 
ho -w;as diff:Jrent,inferi or • .Ye t J ohnny didn't have the r e s ources f o r concent-
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r'O.t ed eff.") rt. He wns fightinc on too m.1n~ fronts J. t once. 
111i th ev? ry new f,~ilure ~ W'dd c.:>~epelle4 ~ .so-.~ ne>~~~ ~s'o Mvior. once 1at 
the bGginnin;; of" new sew-.~st-:-r llt.'1 tul~ .:.ia te.::t cher,"I v.asn't prvmoted.OkciY• 
'Ibis ye ·J.r I:tm going t o ~k~ ~·l ,~.ut~ u f tJ:·Juble •'' VJi th every new punishmant, 
Johnny's convicti .1n t'=r~w th~t ..Ua t s .• c .. era ,li..<.> cvci~ 'o odi;' else, -..cl'a"against 
him''. 
''Ten che rs I Crumbs t Bitches t" he s 'lys, "All the ~-. .1~ o .... c .. i;; t~~ King 3chool-
Miss '3mith,she v.:.s the :rir.at gr::tde t a .J.chersv.hy,as young .13 I w.as then,Jesust 
J <; sus t I hnd a speciCll des :~. l\bt v, i th the other kida vr ,.n~t.uip.g,b_u.t :n, ,u·., iu 
fT·•.•nt f i1 <-! r. I wa s SPGCi 'll. All my life I va s so .. .;:;t.ling, sr'ocir.a • I foun~ 
ri (.:11t tl:lr-:n thu. t I ha d t o show; off,I suppose,or be pr.;.i.ld of it,vr .:.vli. 'J tu.t at .'' 
Be f or e he W:J..s t . clvc,Johnny's .::tttitudes tu v •u.J:·~s .JuCi<;ty O Hl cr~3talli~au in 
'" bitter core of ru.nc ... r. He had :ll , .J.;)S be3n tJ.·': " t-Jtl b ld l;y. He felt no one ...ud 
.::Jver l..Jv , ,d hi ;r,. ~e ry,;ne <.a s his Of!A~y-his ;:n;;ti~ur,ui<3 b:r·utu·: l·~,uia tu-..Cucl·a,tuEt 
C(,pa-dll ·v-,.: r,; .lgJ.inst ili '" • Okny,ho ~ '' l~ ·•. t V:'~ r ~; itn tueilie 
Tha t was Johnn~ Rocco ::: t t h~ "i8e ::- f t \ill lv" :-. ~J. (; n :><:)ivlet!line V"":r'J important 
h::tppenc d i .n his life . 'Ih:.1t ;)' 8 <t r Jim O'Brien,a t.::tll 1 plo-..-lo.i•t-f·.1Cr.:lu rr.i.in OQC.l:..e 
J ohnny's fri t·mll.O'Brien 'i,<..la acounaeller i .r1 <..1fi u l:'g"!td~d.ti u n. devoted to .. urA. 
·.· i tu r; r .. -,bl P-iTr b~l YS. Be f ore ~v~ nv~n n :r; pr~' iChP.Ci Johnny ,o'Brien ..:lt<U. f ;!Jilill.J.riZ") d 
lyi h! s al f wi r,l\ t '' ~ Rocco f J.:nily ... i.lt , ~r~ 'o~ ·~:;"l1dnr t o p;lice,hos~it,.l <.lil\.l \:'lli rlr8 
'lUth .. ritir:;s. Then v:hen h r::; f · .. ~lt .lB una~rstoo~ tiv; :>itl.l t tion he ,n .. .d.e '"i cn :> e lf 
'm :v: n t ·; J •1nnny. 
Mr.O'Bri en's fri endship brought Johnny a sense of importance he had never 
known befor e . If Hr.O'Brien dropped in for t1lks Viith W.!I's.lbcco and the other 
children, or performed small services for them,Johnny knew tha t ~as becduse 
~T.O'Bri en wns his friend. 
Iii} vn s Johnny whom ~.O'Brien took for drives in his car. Sometimes .1s 
they set out: for a drive and Johnny sav! some kids he knev. on the corner he 
yell~d a nd gesticula t ed wildly so they would see him. ~t v.as Johnny whom O'Brien 
t ook t o a museum 'lnd on a camping trip. He bought Johnny a sc.J.rf,embroidered 
;-;i th his i n itbls-the first birthda y present J hnny ever got. 
On the ir rides, or during v.alks.Mr.O'Brien ~ncouraged Johnny to talk. Johnny 
t old him about the g>ngs,about his troubles on the street,at school,a nd at 
home. Mr.O'Bri en mo.de it clear when he dis .::tpproved of thins Johnny V;.:J.S doing,but 
he nevg r ho.rangue d him and he never stepped be ing Johnny's friend. He told 
Johnny h~ only F J.n t e d to help him,so Johnny could make frj.ends J.nd ke ep out of 
troubl e . 
During thes 8 months of Mr .c 'Brien's friendship w.i th Johnny ,his te.J.che rs 
f ound th'l t h e vns m1.king a tremendous effort to behnve,but that he v;..:ls"like a 
ke ttl e o f b oiling v.a t<'\r v. i th the lillf 'lbout to blov< off •'' J"ohnny m.:m .J.ged to get 
through th l. t t e rm n t school v;i thout too much trouble :md was promoted, but school 
h·1dn •t b 8en out long b <> fore he f ell in to trouble Vii th the p olice aga in, this 
ti 'Tie f or br8:tking into a house o.nd st.:.:lling fifty dolla rs ;,orth of jev.elry .Before 
he 3pp0~ ro d in court ~~.O'Brien visited him. Johnny,O'Brien report~ seemed 
''unh3ppy,but stolid a nd apnthetic,though once or· tv,ice , ns v.e talked,he verged 
on t 8'1rs ." 
Johnny didn't de ny the theft a nd ns his confession poured out,:rr~.O'Brien 
1sked, "-r,;v8n c'ih CJn I thought you were being <1 good boy, Johnny ,-•.-.ere you s te 'l ling 
'111 t ho Phil e ?'' Johnny,v" rging on tt:n rs,roplied,"Yes,sometimes. But lots of 
ti l'l18S I didn't st r-nl b e c'luse I thought of you.•• 
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(I) FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES* 
A. High Cooo 
Item : 1 2 3 4· 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Score : 
6 0 0 5 7 7 2 4 4 3 :4 0 7 14 3 10 11 5 18 
4 0 0 3 3 3 1 5 4 0 3 0 4 2 2 3 1 3 1 4 3 3 3 3 2 5 1 8 2 4 3 3 4 3 3 0 0 
3 631~6421 4 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 2 9 6 2 3 8 8 5 3 6 3 0 5 4 1 4 2 1 7 8 7 5 1 3 0 4 5 6 11 5 5 1 7 1 6 
B. Low Colp 
Item: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
'S'CO're: 
6 2 2 6 6 10 8 2 7 3 5 4 7 15 3 9 9 5 12 
5 2 1 3 3 2 1 4 3 2 2 0 4 1 3 2 1 0 1 
4 1 2 3 1 2 0 8 4 5 4 2 2 3 6 6 4 2 3 
3 3 1 6 3 4 6 6 4 ~ 3 2 3 0 3 3 2 4 3 
2 5 7 3 4 3 6 1 2 4 4 6 2 0 3 1 2 8 2 
1 9 9 1 5 1 1 1 2 2 4 3 4 3 4 1 4 3 1 
C. High Comp 
Item : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Score : 
6 1 0 1010 12 6 1 14 6 2 4 ll 10 0 19 11 4 17 
5 1 1 4 4 3 3 3 1 2 2 0 3 4 1 1 1 0 2 
4 2 1 1 2 1 1 4 2 3 2 3 3 2 1 1 3 2 2 
3 2 5 2 3 1 g 6 0 3 6 5 0 2 2 0 1 4 2 
2 11 6 2 1 5 5 6 4 6 g 6 3 4 4 1 5 7 0 . 
1 6 10 4 3 0 0 2 2 3 3 5 3 1 10 1 2 0 0 
D. LoH Comp 
Item: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Score: 
6 3 1 7 6 4 2 0 7 b 2 
5 0 0 4 2 4 3 4 3 2 1 
4 0 3 5 6 3 4 9 6 4 6 
3 6 ~ 2 3 6 7 7 3 2 5 
2 7 3 3 1 3 4 1 1 3 4 
1 5 6 1 3 1 1 0 1 5 2 
3 10 14 0 16 8 
1 2 2 2 0 0 
4 3 3 3 2 4 
2 1 0 1 1 4 
5 4 1 4 1 2 
6 1 1 11 1 3 
2 17 
0 2 
1 1 
8 0 
5 0 
3 1 
* A score of 6 is equivalent to strongly disagree ; 5, 
moderate l y disagree ; 4, slightly disagree; 3, slightly 
agree ; 2 , moderately agree ; and 1, strongly agree . 
(II) SOCIOMETRIC RESPONSES 
A. Contributing to the grouo 1 s meeting: 
1 . Rankinga of 11 Sender11 A 
RANK 
JUDGE 1 2 -4 l -
H COOP 16 5 0 0 
H COMP 20 1 1 0 
L COOP 16 2 1 1 
L COMP 20 0 1 1 
2 . Rankings of "Sender" B 
H COOP 0 1 4 s 
H COJlJlP 1 1 7' s 
L COOP 2 1 2 5 
L COMP 1 4 3 8 
3 . Rankinga of "Sender" c 
H COOP 0 3 12 4 
H CO:MP 0 9 4 8 
L COOP 1 3 11 3 
L COMP 1 5 7 5 
4. Rank1nga of "Sender" D 
H COOP 0 1 2 8 
H COMP 0 1 4 5 L COOP 0 2 2 9 
L CO!\lP 0 2 2 g 
B. Preferences for future meetings: 
1 . Rank1nge of "Sender" A 
H COOP 
H COlllP 
L COOP 
L COMP 
20 
18 
H~ 
13 
0 1 0 
2 0 1 
1 1 1 
6 0 1 
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5. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
5 
10 
6 
1 
1 
2 
4 
11 
12 
7 
10 
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(II) SOCIOMETRIC RESPONSES (continued) 
JUDGE RANK 
1 2 -4-1 -
2 . Rankings of 11 Sender 11 B 
H COOP 0 g 5 9 H COMP 1 5 3 L COOP 1 10 3 5 L CO!Ii!P 1 2 3 g 
3· Rankings of "Sender" C 
H COOP 1 10 13 2 
H COMP 1 9 9 1 
L COOP 2 7 7 3 
L con,'!P 2 7 7 2 
4-. Rankings of 11 Sender 11 D 
H COOP 1 6 6 9 
H COMP 1 2 4 11 
L COOP 0 2 7 9 L COMP 4- 4 7 3 
C·. Perceived as Friendly: 
1. Rankings of 11 Sender 11 A 
H COOP g 6 5 2 H CO!IP 17 · ~ 2 0 L COOP 11 4- 2 
L COMP 10 7 2 0 
2. Rankings of "Sender" B 
H COOP 3 3 1 15 H CO!\.IP 1 2 3 15 L COOP 1 3 2 15 L COA<1P 0 2 4 11 
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(II) SOCIOMETRIC RESPONSES ( continued) 
JUDGE RANK 
!. 2~ 4 
3. Rankings of "Sender" c 
H COOP 3 9 g 1 
H COMP 0 g 11 3 
L COOP 0 12 11 1 
L COMP 3 7 6 3 
4- . Rankings of 11 Sender 11 D 
H COOP g 3 7 4 
H COdP 4- 9 6 3 
L COOP 10 3 g 1 L COMP 6 3 3 
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(III) CHANGES IN SCALE RESPONSE 
HIGH COOP LOW COOP HIGH COMP LOW COMP 
Time : 
~ 2 l 1 2 l !. 2 l 1 2 l 
5 4- 3 1 1 2 5 3 2 5 5 5 
3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 · 2 2 5 5 
6 5 5 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 
5 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
3 3 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 
5 5 5 5 5 3 2 2 2 3 4 7 
3 3 2 5 5 5 3 2 2 3 3 3 
2 2 2 7 7 5 5 5 5 it I1 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 
2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 5 5 5 
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 5 
2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 5 5 5 
2 3 2 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 a ~ 5 it I1 4 7 ~ 3 5 3 3 3 6 6 5 3 5 5 5 5 
7 6 5 1 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 3 
3 3 3 5 2 2 3 3 3 b 6 3 
2 2 2 5 5 5 3 3 3 2 2 2 
3 3 3 5 5 5 2 2 2 5 5 2 
2 2 2 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 
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t~ASURING INSTRUMENTS 
This section includes the code used in the content 
analysis of written messages , the love-punishment scale, 
and the post-session questionnaire . The code is followed 
by a table indicating per cent agreement in analyzing 
the communications . 
Before presenting the code , a fe words are necessary 
concerning the procedure followed in analysis and the units 
of analysis employed. The coder did not know the instruc-
tions received by the sender of a given message . Except 
for categories one and two , which are not independent of 
each other, all notes were coded for one category at a 
time in an effort to minimize factors of set in coding . 
Categories one through five were coded with the 
note as a whole a a the unit of an alysis . Judgments ere 
made as to the specific subcategory applicable to each 
message . 
A different procedure was used in coding for cate-
gories six through eight . More than one of the sub-
categories could be applicable to each note . Each sub-
category applicable was signified for these categories . 
The message as a whole was judged for numbers six and 
seven. However, for category eight each act or thought 
unit in a given message was taken as the unit of anal ysis 
( 3 ) . Usually, each sentence signified a new thought 
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unit. Any sentence, however, could contain more than 
one thought unit . Theoretically, all or none of the 
interaction process categories used here could be used 
in analyzirg a g1 ven communication. 
CATEGORIES USED IN CONTENT ANALYSIS 
A set of categories were developed to analyze the 
communications sent in terms of the hypotheses formulated 
in Chapt er III. The notes ere content analyzed in terms 
1 
of the following categories: 
1 ATTEMPTS TO INFLUENCE 
Little or not at all -- Content of note does 
not manifestly attempt to influence the recipient, con-
tains no directive or requesting word9 . Usually, this 
note will be a mere statement of opinion of feeling or 
contain ques tions about the meeting or problem . 
Somewhat or much -- Here the note attempts to 
explicitly modify the behavior of the recipient in some 
way -- it could be a request to select a particula r solu-
tion to the problem , a different solution than the one 
held, to become serious instead of horseplaying, etc. 
Giving information concerning the necessity of working 
together is considered under this category . 
2 MANNER OF INFLUENCE 
If individual attempts to influence, to what 
extent is he: 
Directive -- Actor indicates his desires to the 
recipient in an ordering or comm~nding manner, and in a 
way which seems to imply that the recipient will do what 
he wants him to do . 
1 The fun ctional role categories are those of Benne and 
Sheats ( 5 ), while the interaction categories of Bales ( 3 ) were also used . Categories of social influence, 
manner of influence and cohesiveness were develo~ed from 
.. :-, those of N. Polansky, R. Lipoi tt , and Redl ( 36 ) • 
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Nondirect ive -- Suggests or request~,: implies tha t 
t he actor thinks he has the right to make his attemut and 
tha t the recipient will have the right to refuse . This 
category includes attempting in a way which is submissive. 
3 I NDICATES GROUP COHESIVENESS 
Thi s category deals ith "awareness of the group 
as a group ". · 
~ -- The wr'iter speaks of the group as a whole 
use s the words "we" , "us", "others " or "the group" in 
his note and does not favor working alone . 
None -- Writer does not refer to t he group as a hole , 
or employ the words "we", 11 us 11 , or the 11 group 11 • 
4 EXERTS PRESSURES TOWARD UNIFORMITY 
Induces favors 
attempt to influence 
with other members . 
tion to be accepted . 
reaching common agreemen t , may 
receiver to accept common solution 
May a l so designate specific solu-
5 MEN TIONS SPECIFIC SOLUT ION (RELEVANCE) 
Sender mentions one or more solutions by number 
and may a lso evaluate or discuss its merits . 
b DIRECTION OF INDUCTION 
Towards group goal -- Senner usually takes group 
t ask or building ro le , is problem oriented and either 
helps "solve" it by giving infomration or opinion, or 
attempts to increase motivation of recip ient to partici-
pat e in solution . 
A ay from group goal -- Sender usually take s 11 in-
ciividual 11 role, i s 11 self 11 oriented, may obstruct problem 
or a ttempt to decrease motivation of others to participa t e 
i n its solution. 
Neither -- Sender communicates content that is 
either non-relevant or only ind i r ectly relevant to t he 
task a t hand, but does not mani fe s t l y obstruct the group . 
7 FUNCTIONAL ROLE 
Group f'unction -- Any ac tions which are intended 
to increase the solidarity of the group , or to maintain 
and t o regulate the group s o that it functions 11 smoothly 11 • 
Indi vidual function -- Inc l udes any actions of the 
individual wh :i._ ch are no t immedia tely directed tovard 
task solution and which are not "group functions" ( i . e . 
actions which are obstructive , blocking, aggressive , or 
self-defens ive, etc . are 11 i ncU vidual function A 11 ). 
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S INTERACTION CATEGORIES 
a. Gives opinion, evaluation, analysis, expresses 
fee l ing, wish. 
b . Gives orientation, information, repeats, 
classifies, confirms. 
c . Shows tension, asks for help, withdraws, "out 
of field". . 
d . Shows antagonism, deflates other's status, 
defends or asserts self . 
PERCENT AGREEMENT IN CODING COMMUNICATIONS 
CATEGORY 
Attempts influence 
Manner of influence 
Shows Cohesiveness 
Exerts pressures toward uniformity 
Mentions specific solution 
Direction ~f induction 
Functional role 
Interaction category 
Words per message 
% AGREEMENT 
71 
ss• 
95 S7 
97 
83 
93 
72 
94-
* A random sample of 150 messages was used for coding, 
ex cept for this category, since there were only twenty-
five relevant messages availabe in the sample. Thanks 
are due to Norman Goldberg for independently coding the 
communications. 
LOVE- PUNISHMENT SCALE - 110 -
Ha.l.lC Letter 
-----------------------------
~--
The follm1i.ng are su:..:;cested .treatments for Johnny. Please checlt- the ome 
y::m :ilost prefer .. 
l,.Love,kindness and friendship are- all thC'.t are necessary to mal(e_· 
- JohnroJ a 'oetter lddoo If he can be placed in a :-nore agreeable 
environment, a ".!ann,friend.ly foster home,for exar'llJle, his troubles 
1:rill clear upo IIe should not be punished .. 
_ 2'Q Johnny shoo.ld be put into s1.1.rroundings i7here al'10st all emphasis-
- Y-rill be placed on providing i1i·-1 -v-Ii th warmth and ai'f cction but he 
Yd. 11 '::>c puni.sheL. rarely i f he really Gets out oS: ha.>'ldo-
3 ttHe should be sent into an envirorL-nent .-:~1ere nrovi ding Johnny ~·.ri th 
- Yrar:nt~1 and a f:Z'ection ,,i.ll be er.1.phasized much nore than punishing 
him1 but cliscipJ.inc and punishm.cnt 1,i.ll be so:·10nhat frequent if 
his oe:1nvior TJarrants ito 
4~ John~·rs environme!lt should o:Li'er warmth and ai.'fection slightly 
- narc t!tan pun:i.shnent., If his behavior warrants it,discipline and 
punishment y;:ill be very frequent. ' 
.5oJohnny needs an eqyal cJeas1~re o.f both love ancl. J iscipline.,. T'nus,he 
- should be :?laced in an at::1osphere '.1l1ere he ....  1.11 be clisci,lincd 
anc: p1l.nished if he does v.rrong but ·rev·rarded. and c;i ven affection if 
h e behaves himscl.::·,and,where equal e;r._phasis "'Till be placed on 
bo~~ love and disciplineo 1 
6o '1'2-lou ;~ h t1.ey shoulcln 1 t be too strong and frequent,puni shment and 
- discipl.ine should be ·r10I'e crnJhasized t han kindness and al' :i.'ection., 
Thus, Johnny should be placed in an atmosphere •vherc he 'Jill be 
seriously ~~isciplincd but uhich -. till allo·w opportunities for 
1Iarr1th and kintlness to hbl.:. · 
7 ~He sr1oulcl be sent into surroundin3s where much enp:·;asis 1till be 
placeu on c~sciplinln:; and pu.nisJ-tine - J~hnny,but there shou.ld be 
possihili ty for praise and kindness 1.f he really behaves hi11seli',. 
. -
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POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE 
\!'jc.; 'i :''a :.nt3Iea ted in your feelings about today 9s meeting., There a:;:-e no 
•9r·ight'w or ·~wrong'9 J.nswers. "/Ehe best answer is your 12.~~02-:~J: .. :e'!~~-~:2:~.2.. 
Yoc~l' opini ons will be ke:g.:t~.n.tJ&J-" 
-- ~Tieuse read each sta tement curefully and mark it according to ~ou:,· 
. . :firot rea ction. It isn't necessary to tal<:e a lot of time for Cl.nJ one 
st2tem8nt " Please mrk ea ch one in the left margin,according tothe amount 
of your ~greehle~t or disabre2ment 1 by using the following s~ale: f 1. slight support agreement -l oslight opposition~dis a~~eenBnt 
,L 2 ~ moderate SUIJport,agreement ~2 • .modera.te O~ki..J~i t2.on ~ ,l;L~ <> ::>l.'<:-: et;te:J.t 
.f 3 o strong support, agreement -5(1 strong opposi tion~disaere G.r:'.c• . .J.t 
lGI would like to attend another meeting such as today 9s 
----2o I thoroughly enjoyed today's meeting. 
----8,. I tended to experience conflict in today's meeting~ 
----4.The needs of other members conflicted with my own~ 
-5oi benefited quite a bit from discussing the problem with the t,rOup,. 
----6oi contributed a good deal to the group's work. 
-7 o our group w:1s pretty successful. 
-----B.MY success in the group was pretty dependent on the other members 
----- also succeedmng. 
9.~e goal of the group was very important for meo 
~0 oi was very involved in the group's problemo 
----ll&I accepted the goal of the group as worthy of my best efforts. 
-12 .I f elt it was necessary to agree with the other members about a 
---- common solution to the problemo 
13 ~ I felt it was more necessary to compete v,i th than cooperate v;i th 
- the othGr membars. 
14 .If I get a r a ting of one ,it will be due mainly to my ovm efforts. 
~5Qif I don't get a r~ting of one,it will be due mainly to the other 
~ people in the groupo 
· 16. At times,I felt angry towards some of the other members. 
-:--17 .Giyi.ng · inf'orrne."tion -to the other members benefited me • 
.'r----18..1 -f elt my individua l reputation v;as at stake during the e,roulJ 
· - - meetingo 
Pleas e rank in order all the members of the group includine, yourself in 
terms of the ir contribution to the group 9s meeting: 
1 .,2 ____ ~.3 t4 ,. ___ _ 
1J\lhich of the other members would you liketo meet vii th again? PLease rank: 
l 0 ,2 p3 4 .5 
------
Please rankin order the other group members ns to how friendl~ they ~ere 
to you: 1.. ,2 13 ,4 
---
At the time I received the instructions they gave me the follo v. ing 
impression(check one)~ 
___ l.The probl em Iall•t important for me,I will be rated as my group is 
rated~ 
____ 2.The problem w~sn't important for me,I will be rated a s a n individual~ 
3oThe problem is import2nt for me,I will be rated as my group is rated. 
4 cThe problem is important for me 8 I will be rated as an individual. 
IT IS "ESS~NTI 4L THAT YOU ANSWER EACH QUESTION. 
APPENDIX D 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS I N SMALL GROUP RESEARCH 
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EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS IN SMALL GROUP RESEARCH 
An experiment can be called "group 11 without too 
much hesitation when individuals interact in each other's 
presence, communicate verbally without restriction, and 
are able to ·rorm some impression of one another ( 3, 23 ) . 
These conditions certainly apply to the pioneer exoeri-
ments in group settings ( 16, 2S ) . 
Recent developments in small group research method-
ology definitely restrict the dynamic interaction of 
individuals and their forming impressions of one another 
( 17, 21, 24, 3S ). Yet such studies legitimately claim 
to treat processes that occur in small groups. Any 
experiment may be considered as a contribution to group 
psychology to the extent that the design permits inter-
pretations at that level of abstraction . 
This is, in certain respects , a discussion of the 
alleged artificiality of experimental r esearch in social 
psychology as described in Sherif 's treatment of early 
reactions to the experimental study of social life ( 39 ). 
11 The sociologists ' great objection to experimental work 
was that it consiAted mainly of discrete laboratory arti-
facts which lacked the concrete and living character of 
the qualities emerging in actual interaction 11 • 
-· . 
The discussion of this allega tion by Ja.hoda, Deutsch 
and Cook ( 19 ) probably would receive the assent of both 
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experimentalists and practitioners·. 
Often the experimentation wl th emerging theo-
retical concepts and hypotheses is beat per-
formed in a l aboratory, where, t hrough careful 
isola ting, some aspects of a problem can be 
studied better than when they blend into and 
are blurred by the full complexity of real-
life situations • 
••• It will always be the case, on the other 
hand, tha t the rela tionships established in 
laboratory research of this na ture will have 
been verified only for the limited range of 
conditions which it is nossible to create in 
a l aboratory setting. For virtually all prob-
lems of significance for the understanding of 
social relations , research must be conducted 
also, under the broader range of conditions 
found in the realistic settings of everyday 
life . 
The writer believes tha t the recently developed 
methods of controlling group experiments are some of 
the most stimulating research techniques in contemporary 
social psychology . After a tabula r description of some 
recent research there will be a brief discussion of this 
trend . The following pages describe co:t)-trole ·· in some 
recent group studies . 
, 
AUTHOR 
Fe stinger, 
Schachter, 
and Back* 
( 13) 
Fe s tinger 
& Thibaut (15) 
Heise & 
Miller (17) 
Kelley 
( 21) 
TOPIC 
CONTROLS IN RECENT GROUP STUDIES 
CONTROLS SOURCE OF DATA 
Social pressures 
in informal groups 
Field study of individ-
uals 
Interpersonal com- Use of written commun-
munica.tion in small ications without iden-
groups ti ty of 11 sender". Sub-jects could wr ite only 
one message at a time . 
Observation, but ma inly an 
analysis of individual in-
terview and sociometric 
responses in terms of re si-
dence units in a h0us1ng 
project 
Volume of communication; 
Changes in card number 
representing opinion of 
subjec~ 
Problem solving 
in small groups 
ueing various 
communication nets 
Restriction on content Time necessary to complete 
of verbal communications . t ask . Accuracy . Volume 
Control of communica- of communcation. Construc-
tion channel . Sender not tion of anagrams . 
allowed to indicate re-
cipient . 
Communication in Communications received 
experimentally were restricted to a 
created h ierarchies standard set of stim-
ulus messages. Commun-
ications "sent" restric-
ted to written message s . 
Content analysis of commun-
ications "sent" ; sociometric 
questionnaire, group inter-
view, errors in solving . 
problem. 
* Though not an experimental study, t his is included as an example of how 
knowledge concerning groups may be discovered without actually s tudying 
groups per se . 
~ 
~ 
\J1 
CONTROLS IN RECENT GROUP STUDIES (continued) 
AUTHOR TOPIC CONTROLS SOURCE OF DATA 
Leavitt 
(24-) Eff'ect of communica- Control of communication tion patterns on group channels. Use of written 
performance communications 
Schachter, Cohesiveness and pro -
Ellertson, ductivity 
McBride & 
Gregory 
(3El) 
Crutchfield Assessment of persons 
(S) through a quasi- group 
interaction technique 
Grossack Effect of cooperation 
and competition on 
cohesiveness, social 
influence and cornrnun-
icetion 
Communications received 
were restricted to a 
standard set of stimulus 
rnessa~es . Communications 
· "sent restricted to 
written messages . 
Individuals cannot see 
one another . Communica-
tions supposedly by ex-
change of apparatus 
from one group member to 
another via experimenter 
serving as messenger. 
Actually, each individual 
receives ~andard stimuli. 
Individuals cannot see 
one. another . Communica.• 
tions received were re-
stricted to a standard 
set of stimulue: messages . 
Communications 11 sent 11 re-
s tricted to written 
messages during three 
"note- writing" periods . 
Time necessa ry to solve 
problem; number of errors, 
volume of communication, 
.analys is of messages, ques- . 
tionnaire results 
Questionnaire results . 
Quantity of cardboards 
cut in group task . 
Assessment of individuals 
on group squares test 
related to ratings a nd 
individual test perfor-
mance. 
Content analysis of commun-
ications 11 sent 11 • Socio-
metric and attitudinal 
type questionnaire . 
Preferences on love-
punishment scale rela t ed 
to human relations 
problem . 
1-' 
1-' 
Ci' 
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The experiments described all controlled communica-
tion of the subjects in one way or another . This proce-
cl ure gives the experimenter power to control his variables 
more rigorously than othe·rwise possible. Although none 
of these experiments studied groups in all their ramifi-
cations, all contributed to the scientific understanding 
of behavior in group settings. 
At certain points in the sci.entific process, such 
sacrifices of scope are not only valuable but necessary . 
Such group studies are worthwhile to the extent that they 
explore the possibilities of specific variables . 
The actual techniques used have merits of their own . 
Using planted communications successfully reduced restrain-
ing forces on the communication of irrelevant content for 
Kelley ( -21 ) and induced forces in certain directions on 
their recipients for Schachter et.al ( 38 ) . Another use 
of planted communications is suggested from the results of 
the present investigo.tion (inducing pressures towards uni-
formity). An entire new. problem area is opened by asking 
whA.t differences and similarities there are between note-
·wri ting and ordinary groups. Heiss and Miller ( 17 ) suggest 
several dimensions tha t may be studied by controlling 
communication channels . 
From the preceeding discussion, it may be seen that 
controlled group experiments have a vital place in contem-
porary social psychology . It is not claimed that studies 
of grouus without such c0ntrols are less valuable scienti-
fically . Both are needed . 
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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
The central problem of this research was to formulate 
and test hypotheses concerning the effect of cooperation 
and competition (the independent variables) on small group 
cohesiveness , social influence , and communication . Until 
recently , studies of cooperation and competition have 
neglected the problem of the social processes that develop 
in cooperative and competitive relationships . By integra-
ting conceptualizations of coopera tion and competition 
within theframework of an approach to small group communica-
tion , i t was hoped that a contribution could be made to 
both areas of investigation. 
Cooperative situations 'rere defined as those in hich 
no individual reaches his goal unless all other individ uals 
also enter their goal regions . Competitive situations 
were defined as those in which no individual reaches his 
goal unless all other persons are unable to enter their 
goal regions . This conceptualization was first developed 
by Deutsch. 
The following concepts , developed by other investiga-
tors, also were used : 
1 . Cohesiveness -- 11 the total field of forces which 
act on members to remain in the group . " 
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2 . Instrumental communication -- 11 one in which the 
reduction of the force to communicate depends upon 
the eff ect of the communications on the recipient . " 
3. Consurnatory co~munication - - "one in which the 
reduction of the force to communicate occurs as a 
resul t of t he expression. 11 
4. Social influence -- 11 the ability of one individual 
to induce a force on another greater than the recipi-
ent ' s resistance to it ." 
5. Pressure :toward uniformity --"pressures which act 
toward making members of a group agree concerning some 
issue or conform with respect to some behe_vior pattern . 11 
6 . Relevance 11 the ordering of importance to the 
group , of the activities over whi ch the internal 
power of the group extends . " 
7. Functional role-- "refers to the relation of 
member roles in a small grou9 to either the group 
task, group functioning or the expression of individ-
ual needs .u 
It was hypothesized that individuals in cooperative 
situations would show more cohesive behavior (favor working 
as a grouo and use words 11 group 11 , 11 we 11 , 11 usu, etc . ) in dis-
cussing their activities than would competitive individuals • 
. Also, predictions were ·made tha t recipients of cooperative 
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ins tructions would more frequently attempt social influ-
ence , exert and accept pressures toward uniformity and 
communicate relevant content (mention specific solutions 
to the problem) than would individuals receiving competitive 
instructions . 
Hypotheses also were developed stating that individuals 
in cooperative situations would send and receive more 
communications , more instrumental communications (opinion 
and information) and fewer consumatory communications (ten-
sion and antagonism) than would competitive individuals . 
Cooperatives also were predicted as sending more influences 
in the direction of the group goal and as more l ikely taking 
group membership functions than would competitive subjects . 
Eighteen groups of f i ve individuals each were tested . 
Four sets of mimeographed instructions were distributed , 
ea ch of the four subjects receiving a different set ; the 
fifth person was randomly assigned one of the other . The 
instructions had the folloJing intended themes: high 
motivation , cooperative ; low motivation , cooperative ; 
high motivation , competitive ; and low motivation , competitive . 
Subjects vre re given the same case study of a fictitious 
delinquent boy and asked to determine the best treatment 
for him on a seven point 11 love- punishment 11 item. Commun-
ications by the subjects were restricted to \~itten messages 
.del ivered by the experimenter af ter each of three note- writing 
periods . Actual messages written by the subjects were 
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intercepted and a set of standard stimulus notes was sys -
tematically substituted for them . Ecch individual received 
identical notes supposedly written by the other four peo-
ple in the group . The planted notes contained the follo ing 
theme tic content : 
Set A: high motivation, wants to work together with 
others in the group and reach a common solu-
tion , suggests a common solution . 
Set B: high motivation·, willingness to work on 
problem alone . 
Set C: low motivation , is in field to the extent 
that communications center a.bout the problem 
and the 11 senderls 11 attitude towards it~ 
/ . 
Set D: low motivation , tends to be out of field , 
horseplays . 
Following is a summary of the experimental procedure : 
1 . Five subje ct s , out of line of vision of each other , 
are asked neither to communicate with nor turn towards 
one another . Introductory r emarks are made to put 
subjects at ease . 
2 . Receipt of experimental instructions (independent 
variable) . 
3. Receipt of human relations problem and a set of 
seven suggested s olutions to it . Subjects were to 
communicate by notes at their own discretion . 
~ . First note- writing period. Subjects write notes , 
which are collected , then indicate preference on 
scale , are remindednei t her to turn nor communicate , 
re-read instructions and receive set one of ste~dard 
stimulus notes . 
5. Subjects read received plant ed notes (set one) , 
second note- writing period begins, subjects write 
notes , which are collected, then indicate preference 
on scale , are reminded neither t o turn nor communicate, 
re-read instructions, and receive set two of standard 
stimulus messages . 
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6. Subjects read received planted messages (set two) 
. . , 
third note writing perlod starts, subjects write 
notes which are collected, receive set three of stan-
dard stimulus messages, read notes, and indicate final 
preference on love-punishment scale. 
7. Subjects fill out post-meeting questionnaire . 
s . Participants are told about the experiment and 
all questions are answered when possible . They are 
thanked for their cooperation and asked to keep the 
details of the experiment confidential . 
There were three sources of data in the experiment . 
These were the changes in response to the love-punishment 
item, communications sent and responses to the post-
session questionnaire . 
Reliability measures (ranging from 71% to 97% agree-
ment) were obtained for the content analysis of written 
messages . The results indicated that the motivation aspects 
of the experimental instructions did not produce any mea-
surable differences. The analysis of results centered 
on differences produced by the cooperative and competitive 
aspects of the instructions . 
The results of this experiment permit the following 
conclusions: 
1. Cooperation may be considered a determin&nt of 
group cohesiveness • . Cooperatives showed significantly 
more cohesive behavior, attempts at social influence , 
exertions of and acceptance of pressures to·ward uniformity 
and communications of relevance . 
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2 . Cooperation may be considered ~ determinant of 
ins trumental communications . Cooperative individuals 
(attributed "senders" of cooperative messages) received 
s ignificantly more communication s , more instrumental 
communications (opinion and information) and fewer 
consumatory communications (tension and antagonistic 
messages) . Also , they tended to send more communications 
and fewer consumatory ones, but these findings were not 
quite statistically significant . 
There were no significant differences in frequency 
of communicating opinion or information per individual . 
Evi dence for more instrumental communications by coopera-
tive subjects is found in t heir greater frequency of 
social influence attempts and exertions of pressures toward 
uniformity . A significantly greater frequency of non-
uirective influence by cooperatives was explained in terms 
of the fact that considerable effort in social influence 
is theoretically not necessary for cooperatives as compared 
with competitive individuals . 
The results, though non-Gignificant , tenc1ed to support 
hypotheses th t cooperative communications would be in 
the direction of the group goal , while competi tives WJuld 
tend to communicate in a direction away from it when 
communicating to a competitive 11 individual 11 (attributed 
... $J:~nder of a standard stimulus message containing compe-
titive or out of field themes) . 
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Hypotheses tha t cooperatives would t ake more group 
and fewer individual functions than competitives were not 
supported . This was explained as possibly due to the 
fewer defensive reactions hypothesized by Festinger for 
note-writing group situations . However , there · as a ten-
dency for cooperative subjects to receive communicatio~s 
containing group functions more than competitive individuals 
did . 
The experimental results suggest the following ad 
hoc hypotheses: 
A. When individuals do not know one another, the 
valence of their acts determines the valence a.ttri-
buted to them as persons . 
1 . Cocmerative individuals will be sociometrically 
accepted more frequently and rejected less frequently 
than competitive when rated by the same judge . 
B. The valence of an individual may be a function 
of the expectations of the rater . 
C. The frame of reference of an individual ill deter-
mine his expectations of others . 
1 . Individuals who perceive themselves as coopera-
tive will tend to expect cooperative behavior from 
one another . 
2. Individuals who perceive themselves as comp_eti tive 
will tend to expect competitive behavior from one another . 
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Questionnaire responses indicated that competitives 
were significantly more likely to respond that 11 0ur group 
was pre tty successful . " Also , there· ''as a trend for them 
to experience less conflict than cooperative subjects as 
indicated by questionnaire responses . These findings 
were interpreted as related to the content of the~andard 
stimulus messages . Comp~tive expectations probably 
were exceeded by their receiving help from cooperative 
11 senders 11 , while the expectations of those receiving 
cooperative instructions were not met during the group 
meetings . 
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